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NO MORE TURNING AWAY

Editorial
0?j Commote Ztthcac Gxoutjd
he veal calf on the cover is an appropriate poster
Over the years advocates of animal rights have been dis
child for the animal rights movement. One point counted and tagged as the fringe radical — merely a bunch of
three million strong, veal calves epitomize how we “bunny buggers.” Misconceptions and outright fear thread
view other animals as commodities and the lengths we will
go the term “animal rights.” Only the crazy stunts and
through
angry protesters seem to make news. The issues stay hidden
to turn away.
You may ask what business animal rights has in an envi and animals remain on the farms, in the laboratories and under
ronmental advocacy publication. We feel they have everything the gun. Animal rights advocates and environmentalists are not
to do with each other. The environment is our shared lifeline, two opposing groups; they share the goal of moving away from
and the daily decisions we make affect all living things. As a dominating, exploitative way of life and toward a widening
environmentalists, we make choices in what we buy and how holistic compassion. Both social movements include a spec
we act in hopes of doing less harm to the earth. It does not trum of believers with a variety of expressions.
make sense to make choices without also considering animals.
What it comes down to is accountability and lifestyle. We
If we cannot justify cutting a stand of ancient trees because we must first recognize the inconsistencies in our lives. They usu
know ecosystems are essential, we cannot ethically accept ally involve the little things, like choosing a clothing item,
imprisoning calves in containers (roughly six feet in diameter) shampoo brand, or dinner selection. Sometimes the issues
away from all others in the interest of our appetite.
become more complex and involve making decisions on vivi
We have a tendency to separate life into a hierarchy of section, animal research or how to deal with non-native
“species.” In doing so, we risk losing sight of the individuals species.
that live, eat, breed, think, feel, and that are aware of pain and
This quarter The Planet class has been a journey for each
cruelty. As environmentalists, we cannot claim to love and member; the magazine is a product of that experience. While
honor the whole when we are harming so many parts.
we are all different in our backgrounds and degrees of belief,
In the United States, more than seven billion farm animals we all had to explore and question actions our cultures teach us
are killed annually for food, 220 million animals are hunted, to accept. What we found was often surprising and disturbing.
nearly 40 million are used in research, testing and dissection, Shaping the overwhelming information we gathered into this
4.5 million are killed for fur and 5.4 million cats and dogs are magazine has been a particular challenge because we know
euthanized because of pet over population.
how important these issues are. We are also only too familiar
But animal rights is not just another justice issue. Like the with how easily they are avoided, suppressed and placed at a
environmental movement, considering the rights of animals distance. But they are not distant from any one of us. Please
involves placing ourselves back into the natural world and con read this with an open mind and above all, keep questioning
sidering the well-being of those who share it. One could argue what you find. We cannot afford to turn away.
that domesticated animals are not worthy as they are humanmanipulated creations; factory farming falls outside of the nat
ural world. However, animals are part of our natural communi
ty - they use the same natural goods we call resources. And the
effects of factory farming greatly overlap the natural world in DeAnna Woolston
Elissa Torres
energy consumption, habitat loss, pollution and exploitation.
Editor
Managing Editor
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The Mountain Goats of Olympic National Park

story and photo by Paul Swanson

"W
*Te were on a quest for mountain goats. As the scenery rolled by along Highway 101,
A/V/ I scanned rock towers high above the road in the hope of catching a glimpse of the

T f

telltale white shapes. My companion wished I would keep my eyes on the road —
we would be in their territory soon enough. /
Earlier, we stopped at a ranger station in Port Angeles and obtained some interesting
information. Mention the word goat, and the room goes silent. This was obviously a touchy
subject with the Park Service — not a surprise considering the ongoing debate surrounding
the exotic mountain goats.
Park officials assert that these popular animals have been munching on endangered
greens and have thus worn out their welcome in the park. Live-capture techniques have
been used in the past, but the remaining goats are seen as too difficult to get at without
risking human lives. Currently, the Park Service advocates shooting the remainder of the
population from helicopter. Animal-rights activists are outraged. They assert the rare
alpine vegetation is not threatened by the goats, and, even if it were, we have a respon- ^
sibility to take care of the animals that humans put there in the first place.
The ranger eyed me intently through her glasses to see which side of the line 1
was on, I told her I did not know much about the issue and wanted to see the goats
first-hand. She relaxed and motioned me toward a map. '\Storm King,” she said.
'That’s where you might encounter goats.” Before I left, the ranger also gave me a
copy of the Park Service’s draft environmental impact statement (EIS). I thanked
her and headed west.
Storm King Mountain overlooks Lake Crescent in the northern reaches of the
park. Despite the peak’s ominous title, it appeared wc would have good
weather. The sun burned through the clouds, and the lake sparkled. We
parked at the Irailhcad. stretched and looked up toward our desti
nation. A vertical cl ill' rose well over a thousand led straight
up from the beach area and got lost in the remaining
^
clouds. It was going to be a trek.
Three hours and many switchbacks later,
Ls
|;|| we reached the end of the trail. Standing
on a knife-edge ridge that was noth
in
ing more than a loose conulomeration of eroded
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To the left, the cliff provided a beautiful free-fall view of rently here but could be within the very near future,” Anderson
Lake Crescent; to the right, a steep, avalanche-prone slope. said. “A couple of years could make the difference. After all, why
Squinting, I looked up at the rock tower above me. No white should the goats suffer because of our mistake?”
Before Olympic National Park was even established, about a
shapes; perhaps they were around the comer.
After some scrambling, we found the first signs of goat activ dozen goats were released in the region for hunting. Interestingly,
ity. The alpine soil was riddled with hoof-prints, so we knew they the majority of these was dropped off at the foot of Storm King
were around. Sure enough, a few moments later, a crash caught Mountain. A 1932 article from The Murrelet, vol. 13:25, describes
our attention in time to see the tail-end of a female goat and her the scene:
“Twelve goats have been liberated within the last few years at
kid disappear behind a rock. The only reminder of their passing
was a few pebbles clattering into the valley below. It almost the foot of Storm King on Lake Crescent... People working and
seemed as though the goats knew they were on thin ice with the living there frequently see goats standing clearly outlined against
the firs, the dark rock or sky. Also, they have been seen from
Park Service and were trying to keep a low profile at all costs.
planes ... There were many who
We spent the rest of the after
believed, at first, that the cougar
noon trying to track them without
would get all the kids, but appar
any success. When the clouds final
ently their introduction is and will
ly did roll in, it began to snow.
continue to be a success.”
Storm King Mountain had lived up
After Olympic National Park
to its reputation. The supposedly
was created in 1938, the goats
prolific goats, however, had not.
enjoyed protection from hunting.
Before I even visited the park
The rugged mountains provided
that day, I had a somewhat biased
an ideal habitat, and the animals
opinion about the goats. I have
flourished. By 1983, their popula
encountered huge herds at Mount
tion numbered over 1,000,
Rainier National Park, and I expect
according to Park Service statis
ed to see a similar situation in the
tics. With increased numbers,
Olympics. But Storm King offered
park biologists began to research
only two shy goats. The alpine envi
whether the goats represented a
ronment showed no obvious signs
threat to the native flora and
of impacts beyond our own heavy
fauna. They concluded that the
bootprints.
exotic goats do cause a significant
For the first time, I felt a shad
impact to fragile alpine vegeta
ow of doubt on the issue. Were the
tion. A quote from the draft EIS
goats being unfairly branded? Did
summed up the park’s position:
they need to be killed?
“Goats directly and indirectly
Will Anderson of Progressive
alter plant communities through
Animal Welfare Society (PAWS),
changes in plant cover, plant
believes the Park Service has failed
physical structure, reproductive
to justify their proposed plan. “First
patterns, growth rates and
of all, they have failed to prove that
seedling
establishment.
the mountain goats do indeed harm
Collectively, these changes alter
the
rare
plants,”
he
said.
plant community composition,
“Justification through the term
including relative abundance and
‘exotic’ is unfounded. What really
dominance relationships.”
needs to be addressed is whether or
“It is important to remember
not the animals truly cause an
Goat captured in Alaska for introduction to the park. (1927)
that Olympic National Park is a
impact.”
treasure
for
all
Americans,”
He went on to explain that
fewer than 300 goats live within the park’s borders, while nearly explained park spokesperson Shelly Hall. “We cannot justify risk
1,200 goats inhabited the area in the early 1980s. “The park has ing the future integrity of the park even when dealing with crea
already removed most of the population, and the remainder don’t tures as endearing as the mountain goats. As managers, we are
represent a significant threat to the plants in question,” Anderson bound to conserve and maintain the natural resources of the park.
said. “The National Park should put down its gun and do more Goats cannot be part of the equation.”
With animal rights groups pointing to one side of the coin and
research. If, in a few years, the goats are still a perceived problem,
then at least there would be some time for the development of a the Park Service to the other, I really did not know where to stand.
I decided to get a third, independent viewpoint from Tony Basabe,
more humane solution.”
One technique he thinks will be useful is aerial sterilization an environmental scientist at Western.
Basabe started out by explaining the term exotic and gave
through the use of “bile bullets.” Park Service workers could then
sterilize the goats from helicopters. “The technology isn’t cur
Continued on page 28
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parksflew in the background.dull red haze illuminated the victim, cringing, broken. Three sciX entists arrived, timely as clockwork, ready to inspect the machine. They hoisted the writhing brute
in the air and pressed it against the boards. The moment came when the nail bit home, piercing
bone, and the paddedpaws dripped red.ydll in the name ofposterity, all in the name ofscience. The white
robed men steppedforward and drew the knife. Jmdding and squinting, they jotted notes at the sight of
blood rushing through the aorta. The pounding heart slowed, the pain surged, the being died.
The average American should be shocked by this scene, came into widespread use. Justification fell upon Descartes’
tempted to disregard it as fiction. It is not. This sense of disbelief shoulders.
As the “father of modem (Western) philosophy,” the ideas of
is a testament to the amazing strides humans have recently made
— changing our view of animals from commodity to community. Descartes came to dominate mainline European thought. His
Animal rights sprung from a desire to end long years of argument for vivisection relied upon a hybrid of Judeo-Christian
unnecessary suffering to domesticated animals. Contrary to popu belief and the new science of mechanics.
As Descartes saw it, all things in the universe were governed
lar belief, the history of animal rights is the first, often unread,
by certain mechanical laws; living things were essentially clocks.
chapter in the unfolding epic of environmentalism.
For the first time we have stretched our circle of concern to Humans escaped machine status by virtue of posessing a soul;
include non-humans. This breakaway from human-focused, or human consciousness was a result of possessing a soul and flesh
anthropocentric views, to seeing the world as an extended com interacting.
The Christian faith held that animals lacked immortal souls,
munity deserving moral consideration is one of the most remark
thus Descartes concluded they also lacked any semblance of conable turns of Western history.
ciousness. The decision was reached that all animals were inani
As is the case with any liberation movement, there must be an
mates, “mere machines, autoopposition to previous systems of
mata. They experience neither
thought, an old barricade to be
pleasure nor pain, nor anything
tom down before a new ideology
else,” Descartes wrote.
can take hold. Foremost among
Ethics or moral concerns in
early philosophers, Aristotle paved
the human-nature relationship
the road for this pattern of sepa
were non-existent. Any actions
ratism and abuse. Aristotle’s view
toward the natural environment
of humanity’s place in nature is as
received instant justification
follows: “She has made all ani
because animals lack sen
mals for the sake of man.”
tience. “I think, therefore I
The great gulf between man
am,” was Descartes’ standard.
and the “lower animals” was to be
Roderick Nash in Rights of
widened with the Judeo-Christian
Nature stated, “Descartes
belief articulated in Genesis 1:24understood this objectification
28:
Cowboys Roping a Bear, 1877 by James Walker.
of nature as an important preAnd God said. Let us make
man in our own image, after our likeness: and let him have domin fequisite to the progress of science and civilization.”
In the names of progress and science, the vivisections went
ion over the fish of the sea, over the fowl of the air, and over the
earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the on. The plight of animals reached rock bottom. Something had to
earth...And God blessed them, and God said unto them. Be fruit occur to swing the pendulum back to balance.

ful and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it; and have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and
over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.
The Christian philosopher, scientist and mathematician Rene
Descartes was an essential catalyst for the evolution of animal
rights. In the fifteenth-century vivisection — the dissection of
live, unanesthetized animals for medical and scientific research—
4 • Lhe ‘Ltamt

A certain straw broke the camel’s back and sent the pendulum
on its way. That straw was Cartesian science. The initial reaction
to animal use and abuse began slowly, sporadically. In England
the loudest voices of dissent rose against human tyranny over
nature. Vivisection was the primary catalyst, but the slow and

steady revolution would filter outwards, expanding human ethics
and understanding beyond what the forefathers would have
dreamed.
‘The question is not, Can they reasonl nor Can they talkl, but
Can they sufferT said early English humanitarian Jeremy
Bentham in his revolutionary 1789 treatise, Introduction to ihc
Principlesmf Morals and Legislation. Bentham thought of ethics
in terms of utility: That which produced the greatest anu)uni of
pleasure was of the highest utility, while great pain constituted the
least utility.
Bentham was the first to associate animal oppression with
human slavery, a precedent later followed by other humanitarians.
He looked forward to a day “when the rest of animal creation may
acquire those rights which never would have been witholden from
them but by the hand of tyranny.” For the first time, man impart
ed a plea for the legal protection of animals’ rights.
However, Bentham was reserved in his desire to expand
ethics. He advocated spreading a “mantle” of protection over “all
the animals which assist us in our labours or supply our wants.”
Though a humanitarian, Bentham was accustomed to inter
acting with domesticated animals, not wild ones. He believed
humans should offer kindness toward animals, not out of obliga
tion, but because it was wrong to strike a creature who had helped
in one’s labor.
The next major step in bridging the gulf between humans and
nature came in the form of Darwinian science. The theory of evo
lution re-seated people in nature. Darwinians recognized humans
as animals, brethren of the beasts and children of a common
ancestry. Where Descartes used science to separate humanity and
nature. Darwin used that same tool to build a bridge.

Bentham and other early radicals gained ground slowly. Only
late in the last century did humanitarians such as Henry Salt take
the ball and run. Salt was a true revolutionary in both thought and
action. In the tradition of his hero, early American naturalistphilosopher Henry David Thoreau, Salt retired from the comforts
of society to live a life of simplicity in the countryside.
His contributions to the expansion of human ethics,
the animal rights movement and the development of
"
environmentalism are too numerous to recount.
Salt’s rejection of Victorian morals led him to
become a devout
vegetarian

and social activist.
In 1891 Salt founded the Humanitarian T.eague. one of the
most successful animal rights groups of its time. The following
year saw publication of Salt’s progressive manifesto, AnimaVs
Rights Considered in Relation to Social Progress. As Darwin had
attempted to bind humans to the other animals with ropes of sci
ence, Salt did the same with ethics.
Salt reinforced the parallels drawn between animal exploita
tion and human slavery, challenging the capitalistic system that
had bred both forms of oppression. He once said, “The emancipa
tion of men from cruelty and injustice will bring with it in due
course the emancipation of animals also.”
Salt felt that human cruelties toward animals resulted from
the lack of a “sense of kinship ” Roderick Nash put it best when
he wrote: “Salt generalized that ‘every great liberating movement’
had progressed from a vague sense of sympathy to a clear con
ception of rights. The necessary precondition was for the oppres
sors to recognize the oppressed as members of their community.”
The immediate influence of Henry David Thoreau upon the
animal-rights movement lay chiefly in his impact on Salt.
However, the long term consequences of Thoreau’s writings
would help change the way Western people came to see them
selves and nature, Henry David Thoreau — Christian,
Transcendentalist, author, philosopher, abolitionist, revolutionary
and quite possibly the first eco-theologian — led an emerging
breed of naturalists in the New World.
Thoreau preceded definition of the term “ecology” by some
20-odd years but was himself an ecologist. As a Transcendentalist,
Thoreau believed in an “oversoul,” an intangible moral force unit
ing all nature.
Blending faith and science, as Descartes had done so long
before, Thoreau concluded that, “The earth I walk upon is not
dead, inert mass; it is a body, has a spirit.” It is a whole greater
than the sum of its parts. Unlike English humanitarians focused on
the plight of individual animals, Thoreau envisioned comniuniTy
as including humans and other animals as well as rocks, trees, air
and even sunlight.

*

■

During the 20th century, animal rights and envi
ronmentalism became specialized and independent
of one another.

continued on page 28
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^ put on a white cloth jacket and slipped a white hair net over my

I head. The guide led me through metal doors and into a world
P of upside-down bodies.

Everything was moving — there was no time to think about
ethics in a place like this. A faint smell of guts and feces hung in
the cool air. The machinery droned in loud constancy. Metal
clenches on conveyer belts holding racks of upside-down, wet,
headless, footless, featherless birds whizzed by. Sounds akin to a
giant staple gun punctuated the release of the birds from the con
veyer into gray bins. We walked through another set of doors,
where workers eyed us while cutting, sorting and packaging the
birds for orders. Their motions were as fluid as the machines.
We continued through more doors and found ourselves in a
giant freezer where orders in boxes awaited delivery. The tour
itself seemed as if it were on a conveyer belt; I was ushered from
place to place in a trance.
Outside in a back parking lot, two huge trucks filled with live
birds awaited delivery. The stench was overwhelming. I worried I
would throw up my disgust on the guide’s black, rubber-soled
shoes. The birds were so crammed into the stacked cages that they
defecated on one another. They looked red, raw and confused.
Next to the birds, a giant pipe attached to the plant shot crimson
guts into a large container.
The guide took me back inside to where the guts were com
ing from: the kill floor. A foaming bin of brownish boiling water
topped with feathers was the only thing in motion.
Apparently, workers were at lunch so we were not
able to see the actual slaughter process. I
looked down only to notice a canal of
blood encircling the area. A lone
bird foot lay on the otherwise
clean, wet cement floor
bordering
the
canal.

Rick Koplowitz, is the
president of Draper Valley
Farms in Mount Vernon. Death is
a major part of Koplowitz’s living. His
processing plant is capable of slaughtering up
to 40,000 chickens per day. The Draper Valley plant
transforms every single bird into a hermetically sealed
part, exactly like what we see in the grocery store — and yet few
consumers realize what comes before the plastic wrap goes on.
The origins of meat are obvious — we can all correlate bacon
with pigs, burgers with cows and McNuggets with chickens. Yet,
how many people really want to know the secrets behind the
names? Every animal we eat is killed, and blood, fear and proba
bly quite a bit of pain were involved. There is nothing pretty about
slaughtering. But it is our obligation to be knowledgeable about,
and accountable for, what we consume. It is our dollars that cause
6 • TheTCamt

more than 7 billion animals to be slaughtered for our plates annu
ally. Seven billion seems too high a number to even grasp, but as
David Wolfson wrote in his paper, “Beyond the Law,” “It is not
simply more than 7 billion animals a year, but one and one and
one ultimately reaching more than 7 billion.”

Meat is a multi-billion-dollar industry that functions behind
closed doors. Animals become numbers, valued in terms of price
per pound. For most people in the industry, their work is just a
way of life; ethics are not considered.
“For the average person in the cattle market you
get talking about ethics and those guys don’t
even know what ethics are,” said Len
Sherrard of Shaake Pack cattle feedlot in Ellensburg. Like envi
ronmental controversies,
ethics often get in
the way of
doing a
job and paying
bills. “That may be a
cow to you, but to (a cattle
worker) that’s a hundred bucks
that pays for schooling. That’s a hun
dred bucks that goes to pay for the clothes
on their kid’s back.”
Animals in the meat industry are
removed from what we value. No one
would correlate meat packers with crimi
nals or regard chickens as victims of a
crime and our laws reflect that sentiment.
Slaughtering time is the only instance
when meat animals are even considered for
protection by the federal government. However, according to the
1958 Humane Methods of Slaughter Act, all birds are exempt
from protection — so already 97 percent of the animals killed for
meat in the United States are excluded. For those animals that are
protected, the statute insists livestock be “rendered insensible to
pain by a single blow, gunshot or an electrical, chemical or other
means that is rapid and effective, before, being shackled, hoisted,
thrown, cast or cut.” The problem is, as Wolfson points out, this
law is only applicable to slaughterhouses under federal meat
inspection and all ritual slaughters are exempt from protection. It
is likely that not one prosecution has occurred under this act.
To go behind closed doors, I visited Galbreath Packing
Company, a small kill floor for pigs and cows located in SedroWoolley. A narrow chute curved from outside the building to a
restraining area near the inside kill floor. An employee at the pack-

ing plant said the animals were shot with a normal gun rather
than rendered unconscious with the pneumatic stunner
(worked by compressed air) bigger facilities use. The shot or
stunner is applied between the animal’s eyes. When I asked
the worker if shots ever missed the spot, he immediately
described an instance the week before where a pig was not
“rendered insensible” and put up quite a fight.
According to Sherrard, the pneumatic stunner is far
more reliable; its air-injected rod immediately severs the
spinal chord.
Once the animal is immobilized, it is hoisted by the hind
legs and hung upside-down. The animal’s throat is then slit.
Sherrard said it takes a cow eight minutes to completely
bleed out and for the heart to stop beating. Several large
drains line the center of Galbreath’s kill floor.
Because chickens are exempt from the Humane
Methods of Slaughter Act, they undergo a similar process
while conscious. Karen Davis, president of United Poultry
Concerns (UPC), has been researching the conditions of
poultry for seven years and knows everything there is to
know about the industry. Davis described the slaughtering
process for chickens: “They are hung upside-down by the
ankles on a moving conveyer belt, and they go through a
trough — what’s called an electrified brine. It’s a salt water
bath. Their heads are dragged through this trough, and they
are paralyzed by it.” The shock is used to restrain the birds
for the remainder of the slaughter process. The current is
also designed to help the release of feathers.
“They are basically immobilized enough to get them
moving onto a neck cutter,” she said. The bigger plants usu
ally have a revolving cutter backed up by someone with a
knife. Davis said neck cutters and knives often do not reach the Thousands of chickens meet the conveyer belt everyday at this local
carotid arteries of the birds, which are deeply imbedded in the processing plant.
neck. Instead, the cut just severs veins, causing birds to bleed
to death while still cognizant.
For cattle, it all starts at the cow-calf operation. Cows bear
calves after nine months gestation. The calf is weaned at six
months, when it weights between 400 and 600 pounds. Animals
are then sold to feeder operations, which provide cheap food for
cattle. Eight hundred pounds and 6 months later the animals pass
on again to feedlots. If you have driven by Ellensburg, chances are
Slaughter is only the final step in the process. All meat ani you have seen the large Washington Beef sign and the immense lot
mals are conscious before they reach the kill floor. Animals raised of Shaake Pack. Sherrard has spent the last 20 years working here
for food have no federal laws protecting them from mistreatment for Shaake, and he knows the cattle business.
while on the farm. And 28 states, including Washington, recently
Sherrard spent his Saturday introducing me to some of the
enacted laws weakening protection for food animals. Wolfson said 6,473 bovines on the feedlot. As we drove by, cows poked their
these states have created “a legal realm whereby certain acts (and heads through the fence and stared at us, expecting the food truck
in most states, any act), no matter how cmel, are defined as out that makes its rounds four to five times a day. The troughs are con
side the reach of the anti-cruelty statute as long as the acts are tinuously filled so the animals gain 400 pounds in three months to
deemed ‘accepted,’ ‘common,’ ‘customary,’ or ‘normal’ farming look more like the ideal, which Sherrard describes as “a box with
practices.”
legs.” Without hesitation, he admitted meat cattle are given hor
Sherrard and Koplowitz agreed most people do not have a mones to help with weight gain, usually in the form of a tiny
clear idea of what common farming practices are.
implant behind the ear. Each of the lots layered in six feet of a
“When you are eating meat, you probably don’t envision the rich, brown manure contained about 350 young-looking animals.
animal,” Sherrard said. “You don’t envision the process it has
By the time this magazine goes to print, the majority of these
gone through unless you happen to be a cattle rancher.”
cows will have been slaughtered. The average life span for cattle
Koplowitz concurs. “It is much more mechanized than I think is one-and-a-half to two years old.
some people envision,” he said. In the meat industry, everything is
Comparatively, the modem day pig lives a much shorter life.
done to produce the most meat in the shortest period of time.
The family hog farm is being replaced by large scale companies
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that have herds of 300 or more breeding sows and a few boars. After
artificial insemination, sows are placed in gestation stalls too small to
turn around in for 45 days. Once an ultrasound confirms her pregnan
cy, the sow is moved to a pen in a gestation building where she is
monitored by computer and her food is rationed to hold down her
weight. Four months following conception the sow gives birth to
about 10 piglets, which are taken from her after two weeks. The
piglets are administered antibiotics and have their canine teeth cut off,
ears notched for identification and tails snipped. The mother is insem
inated one week after her young are taken, and the piglets spend the
remainder of their five-and-a-half-month lives being fattened for
slaughter.
Everything in a hog farm is mechanized. Pellets are sent down
tubes when food is low, pregnant sows are monitored by ear tags with
computers and heaters turn on when the temperature goes down.
Large-scale chicken farmers operate in a similar fashion. They
interact with the birds only if something is wrong with the tempera
ture, food or water. “If something does not work right with the com
puter system, it automatically dials a pager to let someone know
something isn’t working,” Koplowitz said.
Draper Valley Farms, one of Washington’s largest fryer facili
ties, has its own hatchery capable of holding 20 million chicks and
contracts or owns 25 grow-out facilities.
“We raise all our own chickens, about 400,000 a week,”
w
CLh Koplowitz said, “two-thirds of which go through this processing
plant.”
When I asked Koplowitz if I could see one of the grow-out
ti(D
O facilities, he said no one is permitted on the premises because of the
U
health risks for the birds. “I can’t even get in them,” he said.
It takes a cow eight minutes to bleed out.
Koplowitz briefly explained the process of raising chickens: “You get
a genetic cross breed that does the things you are looking for. You look for a bird that gains as much conversion to meat — the least
amount of grain to the greatest amount of meat is what you are looking for. Then you take those eggs and put them into incubators for
21 days, and at that point they are taken to farms and raised on farms for 47 days.” At six to seven weeks the chickens, who naturally
can live up to 17 years, are slaughtered.
The young chickens are fed antibiotics to increase weight gain, Davis said. “They grow to this horribly huge size — many, many
times the size of a normal chicken,” she said. Koplowitz said Draper Valley only uses antibiotics “when it is necessary.”
The USDA equated the six-week-old birds to a 349-pound, six-week-old human infant. While not in cages, 20,000 to 50,000 birds
are housed in each shed. There is barely enough floor space for these obese birds to move. Though Koplowitz assured me Draper Valley
provides each bird with at least the industry standard of floor space, he could not say what that standard was.
When I asked him how he thought the birds were treated, he replied, “The only way a chicken will gain weight is if it is content...
Stress burns calories, and so you want to have a chicken that is raised under the least amount of stress as possible.”
1/3

I asked each of the people I spoke with about animal rights. Koplowitz had difficulty understanding the question. Finally, he said
of the chickens, “you don’t name them.”
Sherrard’s answer was the most intriguing. “There were times I would literally have nightmares and dreams of these animals going
to slaughter and the process (they go) through, and these things (were) really bugging me until I came to a point of reference in my
own mind frame that it was either them or me,” he said. “And once I realized it was either them or me, it was easier for them to go.”
He later said he believed animals have rights and admitted, “If I see someone that is abusing an animal, especially if they are in front
of me, I will come unglued and come down their throat so fast it is unbelievable.”
Davis took a firm stand. “Our position is that we need to get the slaughterhouse out of our kitchens and out of our lives,” she said.
As a consumer, seven billion animals are depending on you to reexamine your ethics and eating habits. Find out what you are
putting onto your plate and into your body. Many places like Draper Valley offer tours of their processing plants. Don the white coat
and hair net, and open the doors.
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^^ohn Robbins makes
an unlikely vegetarian. He
^ / was bom in the heart of what he terms
^me Great American Food Machine” and swam in

vfA

0
an ice cream cone-shaped swimming pool in the
backyard. Though expected to someday run BaskinRobbins, the world’s largest ice-cream company, he
turned down that opportunity of a lifetime. Instead, he
dedicates himself to the pursuit of a peaceful, healthy soci
ety that reveres all life. “Few of us are aware that the act of
eating can be a powerful statement of commitment to our own
well-being, and at the very same time to the creation of a health
ier habitat,” Robbins writes in his famed book. Diet for a New

America.
People choose to become vegetarians for a variety of reasons:
animal rights, health, religious beliefs and spirituality, concern
over world hunger, environmental issues and cost are just a few.
ANIMAL WELFARE AND LIBERATION
One of the strongest motivations for abstaining from flesh is
concern for animals. Peter Singer, Tom Regan and others docu
ment a compelling case for the rights and welfare of non-human
animals. Regan describes the paradox we face: “On the one hand,
people naturally love animals. On the other hand, they eat them.
How is it possible to eat what one loves?”
For me, this paradox resulted from a lack of connection with
the animals I ate. Most of us cannot conceive of eating our dogs,
cats or other beloved pets (all of which are killed and eaten in many
foreign countries). We justify eating cattle, calves, chicken and
pigs, yet we fail to examine the short and tragic lives they endure
to satisfy our palates.
Some people experience an emotional conversion to vegetari
anism after learning of the atrocities of modern intensive animal
rearing, known as “factory farming.” Confinement, crowded con
ditions, cruel transport methods and inhumane slaughter give only

a brief glimpse into the lives of what some call “food animals.”
Singer points out in Animal Liberation that we cannot rear animals
for food on a large scale without inflicting some suffering.
Even animals not being slaughtered for meat, such as dairy
cows and laying hens, are subjected to intensive farming methods.
Robbins describes the modem dairy cow as “bred, fed, medicated,
inseminated and manipulated to a single purpose — maximum
milk production at minimum cost.” Bessie is lucky to live five
years — one-fourth the age of her ancestors. She gets little exer
cise, has grotesquely enlarged udders from growth hormones, is
continually impregnated and has her calves immediately taken
from her. She is often shot up with tranquilizers to quell her ner
vousness brought on by unnatural living conditions.
Other people make an ethical choice to preserve the lives of
animals otherwise destined to be served on a dinner plate. For
them, no slaughter is justifiable and no method of rearing is
humane. Western student Jeff Larson said the ultimate goal of the
animal-rights movement is not bigger cages; it is empty cages. He
chooses a vegan diet (no dairy products, eggs or other animal by
products) as a full boycott of our unnecessary use of animals.
Singer writes that “becoming a vegetarian is the most practi
cal and effective step one can take toward ending both the killing
of non-human animals and the infliction of suffering upon them.”
ECOLOGICAL CONSCIOUSNESS
I recently began to extend my code of ethics to non-human
animals, but I pursued a semi-vegetarian diet (eating fish on occa
sion) three years ago out of concern for the earth and humanity.
Environmental desecration brought on by the meat industry
includes deforestation, loss of topsoil, loss of species, compe
tition for habitat, water depletion and pollution.
Most of us are now familiar with — and dangerously
complacent about — tropical rain forests being cleared
\ for our fast-food hamburgers. Overgrazing also causes
^
\ soil erosion and displaces native grasses. It often
V
^\ leads to desertification. About 80 percent of the
land used for agriculture in the United States is
for grazing or growing animal feed.
Equally frustrating is how the U.S.
Eorest Service and Bureau of Land Management
subsidize grazing on public lands. I was outraged to
read in The New York Times this week that President
Clinton is ordering the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) to open about 36 million acres of environmentally sensi
tive land for grazing to “soften the economic blow” to beef pro
ducers caused by a spring drought and low cattle prices. But all
taxpayers feel the financial blow of public land damage.
Water consumption by the meat industry is also shocking. It
takes 2,500 gallons of water to produce only one pound of meat.
This is 100 times more water than needed for one pound of wheat!
About 50 percent of the water used in the United States goes to
livestock.
Further ecological harm results from factory farms. One egg
factory with 60,000 hens generates about 165,000 pounds of excre
ment per week; a farm of 2,000 pigs results in 27 tons of manure
and 32 tons of urine during that same week. One cow generates as
much waste as 16 humans — and it can no longer be feasibly
returned to the soil because of the density of today’s feedlots and
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volume of waste. Instead, the excrement contaminates streams,
rivers and lakes and contributes to air-quality problems through
methane emissions.
Eating meat is inefficient in terms of energy. We lose more
than 90 percent of the protein, calories, fiber and carbohydrates of
grain by cycling it through livestock. And it takes 21 pounds of
protein fed to a calf to produce one pound of animal protein for
human consumption.
In addition to consuming grains that could be directly fed to
people, farm animals perpetuate inequalities between nations.
More than 40 percent of the world’s grain is fed to animals going
to slaughter — much coming from less-developed countries
where local farmers can no longer afford to feed their own fami
lies.
HUMAN HEALTH BENEFITS
Besides concern for the rest of the world, concern for our own
health should urge us to consider a vegetarian diet. And, no mat
ter what one’s initial motivation for avoiding meat, improved
health is always a benefit.
In 1993, the American Dietetic Association (ADA) stated that
appropriately planned vegetarian diets are healthful and nutrition
ally adequate. The USDA and the Department of Health and
Human Services have also recently endorsed vegetarian diets.
“For the first time, an agency which has been very biased
toward the meat industry has acknowledged that vegetarian diets
are healthful,” said David Wasser of the Physician’s Committee
for Responsible Medicine.
The list of health problems and diseases linked to an animalbased diet by various studies is long. Heart disease and high blood
pressure; colon, breast, ovarian and prostate cancers; gastric ill
nesses; diabetes; osteoporosis; kidney stones; food allergies;
rheumatoid arthritis; salmonellosis and other poisonings; and obe
sity are just a few examples. We invest millions of dollars in
researching cures for cancer, heart disease and stroke while our
diets continue to promote these diseases.
Cardiovascular disease and cancer account for two-thirds of
the deaths in the United States. What are the two main causes of
these? Cigarette smoking and diet. “Next to tobacco and alcohol,
the use of meat is probably the greatest cause of mortality in the
U.S.,” said John Scharffenberg, M.D., M.P.H., professor of nutri
tion and international health at Loma Linda University in
California.
Americans know cholesterol and saturated fat increase the
risk of heart attacks. All cholesterol and about 70 percent of satu
rated fat in the American diet come from animal products. In addi
tion, animal products have no fiber. The average American male
meat-eater has a 50 percent chance of dying of a heart attack,
compared to a male vegetarian who has a four percent risk.
“Dairy products are the most common cause of food aller
gies,” Dr. John A. McDougall said. Lactose intolerance, canker
sores, digestive problems, skin conditions and respiratory reac
tions are all related to consumption of dairy products. Like other
mammals, milk was designed to provide our nutrition as infants
and is unnecessary for adults.
“Vegetarians are at less risk for osteoporosis than are meateaters,” Dr. Neal D. Barnard wrote in his book The Power of Your
Plate. This may come as a surprise. But the relatively high U.S.
recommendations for calcium intake were designed to compen
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sate for the calcium-depleting effects of a diet high in animal pro
teins.
We must also consider the “additives” prevalent in animal
products: hormones, antibiotics, growth stimulants, pesticides and
herbicides.
Farmers are using antibiotics in increasing amounts as living
conditions on factory farms continue to decline. As a result, sal
monella and other bacteria are building resistance and becoming
widespread. By consuming meat and dairy products, humans also
build resistance, thereby rendering physician-prescribed antibiot
ic treatments ineffective.
We have become more aware of and concerned with the toxic
chemicals in our environment and our bodies. Less than 10 per
cent of the pesticides Americans ingest comes from produce; the
other 90 percent is found in animal products. Animals build up
chemicals such as DDT, dioxin and dieldrin in their system
through their feed and are sprayed with various chemicals to pre
vent the spreading of disease. Yet the USDA tests only one out of
every quarter million slaughtered animals for toxic chemical
residues.
Recent concern has surfaced over BSE (“mad cow disease”)
found in British cattle and BIV (“cow AIDS”) found in U.S. cat
tle. We still do not know how or if humans are affected by these
and other animal diseases.
PROTEIN PARANOIA
Most criticism I
received
when
I
began to explore veg
etarianism was relat
ed to protein: Where
would I get it? How
would I get enough?
Would I have enough
energy?
The idea that
protein is available
only in animal prod
ucts is one of Western
civilization’s
great
myths. Based on a
study of protein syn
thesis in rats in the
1940s, the National
Egg Board advocated
the egg as the perfect

protein for humans.
Francis Moore Lappe’s
1971 book, Diet for a
Small Planet, contained
exhaustive research on how
mixed plant proteins are
better for our bodies than
animal proteins. Yet even
she bought into the meat
and dairy industries’ pro
motions by using the egg
as her ultimate measuring
stick.
What doctors now say
matters most is the per
centage of total caloric
intake derived from pro
tein. Our daily need ranges
from two-and-a-half to
eight percent (depending
on your source) of our
daily caloric intake. Most nutrition experts agree it is actually difficult
to plan a diet of adequate calories from natural plant foods that would
result in protein deficiency.
Protein complementing (necessary to ensure intake of the nine essen
tial amino acids for humans) is easier than one might think. It is rou
tinely accomplished around the world without meat by combining
grains and legumes: rice and soybeans in Southeast Asia, millet and
ground nuts in the African Sahel, wheat and garbanzo beans in the
Middle East, beans and rice and tortillas in Mexico. Even peanut butter
on wheat bread works great!
Lack of protein is one of many excuses people use to defend their
flesh-based diet. Despite the moral, ecological and nutritional evidence
on the side of vegetarianism, we are often unwilling to change our eat
ing habits. “Certain things — like testing beauty products on animals
and wearing fur — are easy to oppose. People are the most defensive
when you talk about food,” said Huxley College student Cindy Hobbs.
I agree with Cindy; making changes is difficult.
As citizens of our nation of plenty, we are spoiled with a plethora
of food choices. Yet taste seems trivial in light of the harsh realities of
raising animals for food. We have an opportunity and choice to use the
power of our plates to alleviate injustice to ourselves, the rest of the ani
mal kingdom and the Earth.
Photographs of the new four food groups reprinted with permission
from the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine.

A FEW FAMOUS VEGETARIANS
Guatama Buddha
Pythagoras, Greek philosopher
Gandhi
Leonardo daVinci
Benjamin Franklin
Leo Tolstoy
George Bernard Shaw
John Wesley, founder of Methodism
J.H, Kellog, breakfast cereal manufacturer
Dave Scott, triathlete
Paaro Nurmi, ‘'the Flying Finn,”
world record distance runner

RESOURCES
Cookbooks: The Moosewood Cookwood and The
Enchanted Brocolli Forest by Molly Katzen; The
Ultimate Vegetarian Cookbook by Roz Denny; The
Vegetarian Times Cookbook

Reference books with recipes: The American Vegetarian
Cookbook (vegan) by Marilyn Diamond; Diet for a Small
Planet by Frances Moore Lappe
Books and Journals: Diet for a New America b\ Jolin
Robbins; Animal Liberation by Peter Singer; Animal
Factories, P. Singer & J. Mason; The Case for Animal
Rights by Tom Regan; A Vegetarian Sourcebook: The
Nutrition, Ecology and Ethics of a Natural Foods Diet by
Keith Akers; Vegetarian Times magazine
Organizations:
Earthsave: (206) 781-6602
Vegan Action: (510) 654-6297
Vegan Outreach: (412) 247-3507
imkmmL_____

A RECIPE

Spinach-Rice Casserole
1 small onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced
1 T cooking oil (olive or safflower)
1 14-1/2 oz. can peeled Italian-style tomatoes, cut up
1 t dried oregano or basil
■
8 oz. tofu, drained
2 cups cooked brown rice
1 10-oz. pkg. frozen chopped spinach, thawed and
■
well-drained
3/4 cup grated Monterey Jack cheese (oi- soy cheese)
1/21 each salt and pepper
1 T toasted sesame seeds
Cook onion and garlic in hot oil till onion is tender. Add
undrained tomatoes and spices. Bring to a boil; reduce
heat. Simmer, uncovered, about 3 minutes. Meanwhile,
mash tofu (in blender or with a fork) until smooth and
add to tomato mixture. Stir in cooked rice, spinach, half
the cheese. Put mixture in a greased 2-quart rectangular
baking dish. Bake uncovered in a 350^ oven for 30-40
minutes. Sprinkle with remaining cheese and sesame
seeds. Makes 4 servings.
ii*
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Consciousness
M 1
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ill Anderson is an animal-welfare
crusader. He has traveled the
r r
world dedicating his life to ani
mal rights. He founded Greenpeace Alaska and
is now the project coordinator at the
Progressive Animal Welfare Society (PAWS).
I met Will at his office in Lynnwood. It is
straightforward like the man himself, with some
books, a computer and a rain-forest illustration on
the wall.
Will is a tall, intelligent, well-spoken man. He speaks
of animal rights with no hesitation in his voice. He is con
fident in his convictions.
The philosophy of animal welfare guided Will’s actions
his whole life. This compassion followed him through his
youth into the 1960s, when he became an animal-rights
activist while working on the anti-war movement.
Will’s first official job was with Greenpeace. After
spending time in Alaska working
odd jobs, he noticed that no mat
ANP
ter what he was doing, he always
interacted with wildlife. This
interaction encouraged him to found Greenpeace Alaska.
Will was then able to fight the provincial attitude he
found in people; Alaskans immediately feel ownership of the
state’s resources and wildlife. “A lot of people who had been
living there for six months themselves suddenly felt that
everything was theirs, and everybody else was an outsider,”
he said.
For Will, compassion means hard work. He is currently
working on a number of animal-welfare issues and recently
finished helping get legislation passed to ban greyhound rac
ing in Washington. Will has been on the sea-lion task force
for two years trying to solve the Ballard Locks salmon prob
lems. He has also begun to take up the fight against tribal
intents to start sealing and whaling in Washington waters
again.
The same provincial attitude common in Alaska pervades
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Washington. Will
said it stems from
a lack of educa
tion. “The only
difference
between a person
who is an animal
activist or a per
son who acts in a
way that is more
threatening to ani
mals in their
lifestyle is simply
information,” he
said.
Throughout our conversation, he gave vivid examples of
routine animal suffering. He portrayed the pain a steer goes
through while being shocked into spasm during castration.
While he spoke, his face mirrored the empathy he feels for
these animals.
“People need to understand that animals have rights,”
Will said. “They have the abil
ity to suffer both physically
PQJUZ. MAXW/LLL
and physiologically.”
Will showed me a photo of a corral full of beautiful, twoyear-old horses awaiting shipment to Japan, where they will
be slaughtered and made into sushi.
“That’s the kind of thing that, once you see it and once
your perspective changes, everything looks different,” Will
said. “We’re trying to get a change in consciousness. There’s
no doubt in my mind that people will eventually recognize
the environmental and animal welfare aspects of their diet.”
Will said a strong correlation exists between animal wel
fare and environmental issues. “The environmental ethic and
philosophy is totally incomplete without the animal welfare
package,” he said. “It’s just inconsistent. It’s a species-versusindividual argument. It doesn’t matter what you do to the
individual as long as you save the genetic diversity of the
species. With that philosophy, it’s OK to go out and kill ele
phants once you have specific numbers.”
Population growth is forcing change, and environmental-

“People should take in the same responsibilitj) for having pets as
for having children.”
— Will Anderson

ists and animal-welfare activists are being forced to work
together. “ A whole different relationship with the earth has
to come, a fundamental shift in how we relate to everything
and each other,” Will said.
Agitation colored Will’s voice as he talked about popula
tion growth, as well as unspoken frustration with the apathy
the public shows in solving this growing problem.
“We need to define how much land base the human
species is going to use. Right now we act like we have no lim
its. Everybody’s feeling, ‘Yeah, the world’s getting over-pop
ulated,’ but nothing is getting done to effectively stop that,” he
said.
There is a fric
tion in change, and
Will acknowledges
that. Yet, change is
coming, and we
should make the
decisions now that
allow us a sustain
able future. Or, as
he put it, “We can
wait until it’s a dire
necessity and we all
lose our freedoms,
or we can make
those decisions before we get to that point.”
However, Will said people are changing and will contin
ue to change if given the choice. He used recycling as an
example. “People didn’t recycle much until they started get
ting these barrels, and that made it easy,” he said. “As peo
ple’s self interests begin to be affected by over-consumption
of natural resources, more change will begin to happen.”
With that. Will took me to see the PAWS animal shelter
where dogs and cats are housed until a home can be found for
them. As we walked through the shelter lobby toward the
kennel door. Will’s step slowed.
He led me inside, and I saw again the empathy in his face
as we looked at the dogs. He told me that he does not visit the
kennel often because it is so painful to see animals that have
been abandoned by their owners.

“We have to be responsible pet owners,” he told me. “To
be a guardian takes education. Animals have needs and have
the right to live lives with adequate health care, shelter, food
and their social and physiological needs met.”
Yet, as our population grows, so does the pet population.
We need to realize that a pet is a commitment for the lifetime
of the animal. “People should take in the same responsibili
ties for having pets as for having children,” Will said. “We
have to reduce and eliminate suffering caused by unnecessary
activities with animals.”
To begin a change in consciousness. Will suggests we
read and make wiser purchasing decisions. “I’d like people to
challenge them
selves; read a
few books and
labels,” he said.
“I’d like people
to review their
lifestyles
and
really look close
ly at their impacts
on animals, then
make the changes
necessary to stop
hurting them.”
We left the shel
ter, shook hands and said good-bye. I stayed at PAWS for a
while longer and thought about what Will had told me. I
looked at my leather boots and wondered how much of a con
tradiction it was with my vegetarian lifestyle. I watched peo
ple filter in and out of the shelter, and I wondered how much
they knew about animal welfare. My talk with Will was an
eye-opener. I did not agree with everything he told me, but I
recognized that change needs dedicated activists such as Will
if animals are going to gain the rights they deserve.

Suggested Reading:

Diet for a New America
Ishmael

PAWS:
1503 44th Ave. W
Lynnwood, WA 98046
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Aisle 15
The Truth
Behind the
Labels
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Ok

can pick anything and everything I want.
Stacks too tall to reach tower on either side in a
riot of colors. Hot pink, electric blue and fluo
rescent green scream at me to buy Tide, Wisk, All, Arm &
Hammer and a blur of 20 other brands.
I turn away only to face 17 types of household cleaners
from Clorox to Windex. Ten kinds of toilet-bowl cleaners complete
the row. Moving to the next aisle, 53 different shampoo brands blast
me on the left. Ten types of after shave, eight shaving creams and 18
deodorants crowd the right.
Today I stepped back and really noticed all the aisles of choices we have.
Such choices are exclusively human. I could pick an environmentally safe
product or go with a company that does not conduct animal testing. Or I could
buy Gillette shaving cream and put off considering the results of my actions.
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The animals affected by our daily decisions have no choices at all, whether or not we think of them.
Many companies still believe testing on animals is the only way to ensure product safety. However, alter
natives such as in vitro (outside the living body) studies and computer software are making it possible to
eliminate the use of rabbits, dogs and many other animals in testing products. Companies currently using
these techniques find them more efficient for testing toxicity and less expensive.
Researchers have also shown that animals do not correlate well enough with humans for test results to be
effective in evaluating safety. As consumers, and as co-inhabitants of this earth, it is our obligation to voice our opin
ion about animal testing. It is a decision you have to make.
Look at the options, learn about the alternatives and visit the Vanity Lab and the In Vitro Lab. Then make your choice.

Welcome to the Vanity Lab
On the right side of the lab, rows of albino rabbits have steel stocks enclosed around their necks to restrict their heads from
movement. The rabbits are being subjected to the Draize Eye Test. Used since 1944, the test involves injecting possible eye irri
tants into one of their eyes. Researchers watch and wait for a reaction. Albino rabbits are the best to use for Draize testing. They
have no tear ducts to wash away harmful substances like you and I would. Sometimes they do blink, and the more archaic lab work
ers may staple their eyes open to continue the test. Typical results from the substance include swollen tissues, ulceration and blindness.
Across from this testing area are additional rows of rabbits. From a distance they appear normal, but as you move closer you notice
patches of white fur are missing from their sides. Fur has been shaved away and their skin scraped raw, making it as pink as their albi
no eyes. These animals are undergoing the Acute Dermal Toxicity Test, where researchers apply substances to the exposed area to see
how it will affect the skin. Skin becomes inflamed or is eaten away.
Walking further into the lab, we meet another row of larger cages. A German Shepherd occupies each one. In the Lethal Dose 50
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(LD/50) test, researchers determine how much of a product or
chemical the dogs can consume before half of them die. Tests can
use up to 200 animals. Typically, dogs or other animals do not
choose to eat products like oven cleaner; therefore, they are inject
ed, force-fed or forced to inhale toxic substances. Animals go into
convulsions, vomit, have diarrhea, paralysis and bleed from their
eyes, nose and mouth. After half have died, the survivors are killed
as well.
The Vanity Lab is fictitious, but the tests are real and they go
on every day at hundreds of companies’ labs.
According to the American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA), the number of animals used by
manufacturers of new medicines, cosmetics and household prod
ucts is higher than any other form of research — including med
ical or psychological. The Draize Test, the Acute Dermal Toxicity
Test and LD/50 are still popular and typically done without anes
thesia. Animals experience extreme suffering that always results
in death.
Unfortunately, companies still think it is the only way. Robert
Andrews of Johnson & Johnson said, ‘Tt is necessary to use ani
mal testing for new products to completely insure product safety.”
But, is animal testing the most efficient way to test the safety
of a new product? Some doctors are finding that tests are not pro
ducing adequate results.

The tests simply do not correlate to humans. Can these exper
iments prove product safety?
Each being is different. The only thing animal research
proves is a rabbit is not a dog, and a dog is not a human.
Fortunately, microbiologists are developing ways to test the
appropriate tissue for the appropriate being, replacing animals
altogether.
Toxicity detection is occurring with the understanding of bio
chemical reactions, said Dr. Andrew N. Rolan, director of the
Tufts Center for Animals and Public Policy in Massachusetts.
Soon several thousand more animals will be replaced by antibod
ies.
According to the ASPCA, current in vitro methods include
cell and tissue culture techniques where potentially toxic sub
stances are tested on cells grown in a culture dish rather than on
live animals. Also, “lower” organisms, such as bacteria, algae and
plants, are able to react and easily identify toxic substances.
Computer modeling of biochemical and physiological processes
can use data already collected to test unknown substances for
reactions.
Many labs currently use these methods, and microbiologists
are busy creating more alternatives.

A Rabbit is Not a Dog
“The proper study of
man remains man,” said Dr.
Gerald Keusch, professor of
medicine at Tufts University.
“The nature of the studies in
animals and the species dif
ferences in host responses
preclude direct extrapolation
of the results to humans.”
Different species react
differently. A rabbit will
An eye for an eye: the human eye with makeup (left), and a rabbit's eye after the Draize Test (right).
respond one way, a dog anoth
er. Animals’ reactions do not relate to one another, so why would Welcome to the InVitro Lab
Upon entry to the lab, you see a group of people from the
they relate to humans?
The 1986 U.S. Office of Technology Assessment Report stat Xenometrix Laboratories of Boulder, Colo, working on lines of
ed, “... the results (of the LD/50) vary greatly among and within human cells that contain different “stress” genes whose activation
species ... and are difficult to extrapolate to humans because there by toxic chemicals is easily detected. Tests not only tell whether,
but also how, a given chemical harms a particular type of cell. This
are so many mechanisms by which death could occur.”
The factors involved in animal experiments affect test results test can be used instead of the Acute Dermal.
and death rates. “Issues include: risk factors, dose, duration of
To the left, the commercially successful team of Skin^ from
exposure, species specificity in susceptibility or response, stage of Advanced Tissue Sciences in LaJolla, Calif, use off-cuts of routine
life, time of measurement, and nutritional intervention,” Keusch circumcisions to construct sheets of human skin on nylon. Skin is
said.
exposed to substances and observed for microscopic change in tis
Death can occur for any of these reasons, making the original sue structure. Measuring the rate in which cells release inflamma
test uncontrollable and inconclusive. Most studies are not worth tory substances informs lab workers of compounds that irritate
using.
skin.
Dr. Michael Testing, a geneticist with the Medical Research
In the back, a dedicated group from EYETEX of InVitro
Council in Surrey, England, reviewed leading toxicology journals International in Irvine, Calif, are hard at work to find an alterna
and found that three out of four animal experiment reports do not tive to the Draize Test. To date, no alternative has passed through
have adequate statistical analysis to use. Furthermore, “many international validation studies. Curiously, the Draize Test never
waste animals by using far more than necessary to get statistical went through these studies. However, EYETEX is among the
ly significant results,” he said.
most reliable of the potential alternatives. The clear mixture of
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cultures of human skin. ... I don’t see any justifi
cation today for resorting to such tests (Draize and
LD/50),” said Dr. Richard San of the University of
British Columbia.
However, companies such as Johnson &
Johnson still claim that animal testing is necessary
for new products and chemicals. How can they
make this claim? Why do we need new products?
Fifty-three shampoos and 25 cleaning agents
are enough to choose from. Companies introduce
new chemicals in new products to get new cus
tomers. It is purely economical; the product is not
necessarily better. This is where our choice comes
in.

Neutrogena or Paul Mitchell
The choice is easy. You do not have to join the
Animal Liberation Front and free lab animals in
Albino rabbit undergoing an Acute Dermal test
the middle of the night; just shop wisely. Choose
Paul Mitchell over Neutrogena.
plant proteins and sugars clouds over when exposed to substances
Put the Cruelty-Free Shopping Guide in your wallet and use
already found to be toxic in previous Draize Tests.
In the back, Chris Earnshaw and Derek Sanderson of it every time you go to the store. If the stores you shop at do not
Sobering Agrochemicals work in a separate room with computer carry a wide selection of pain-free products, ask them to. They
software known as DEREK. The program compares molecules will listen to you; you have the money they want.
If you are unsure of a product, check the back. The head com
drawn on a computer screen to a database of molecules with
known characteristics. Any matches associated with high toxicity pany will be listed to make it easier to check your guide. Many
brands such as PineSol and Tilex are simply branches of Clorox.
are highlighted as hotspots for further tests.
If any questions arise or a brand is not listed, call the 1-800
This lab is also hypothetical, but the tests are real and used by
number on the back of the product. If they do
more than 200 companies in North America.
not test, congratulate them; if they do use aniThe Body Shop International, a personal care
mals, tell them you will not use their products
products retail chain, uses EYETEX, a com
until they stop. Some companies such as
puter database and test-tube human skin to
L’Oreal have declared a moratorium on ani
produce consumer-safe products that are cru
mal testing and signed PETA’s Statement of
elty-free.
Assurance saying they will no longer conduct
animal testing of any kind. However, L’Oreal
It Does Not Hurt to Try
C
executives have refused to guarantee the state
More companies are beginning to try
ment in writing. Be careful and pushy if you
alternative methods. Johnson & Johnson uses
have to, but get the whole story.
no in vitro tests on their products. “We’re
The first thing I did was survey ani
using alternatives as they develop because
mal-tested products in my home. You will be
they cost less and everyone wants animal wel
it
amazed at the numbers. If you can handle it,
fare,” Andrews stated.
'Hi
use the products up and do not buy them
The problem is companies such as
COMPANIES THAT
again. Or, if this hits you as hard as it hit me,
Johnson & Johnson still test on animals today
DO NOT TEST
send them back to the company with a note
for a portion of their products. They use
THEIR PRODUaS
expressing how much you hate animal testing.
“materials so gentle, there’s no need to
ON ANIMALS
We, as consumers, have a choice.
restrain the animals,” as Andrews stated, but
Make a difference in the lives of those with
in vitro proves to be better.
out the option.
“With the advances in the technology of
iS m:\vs I
culturing cells of human origins it should be
possible to conduct such (toxicity) tests on if the guide is missing, call PETA
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P6TA

Any Questions?
ASPCA
441 East 92nd St.
New York, N.Y 10128
(212) 876-7700
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For Complaints write:
PETA
P.O. Box 42516
Washington, D.C. 20015
(301) 770-PETA

The Cosmetic, Toiletry & Fragrance
Assoc.
1110 Vermont Ave, NW, Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20005

THE MONKEYS

OF MILLER HALL

by Greg Friedman

hen it comes to using animals in education on Western’s campus, no other issue has generated
as much controversy and rumor as the primate laboratory in the basement of Miller Hall. The
director of the lab is psychology professor Merle Prim. He is notoriously tight-lipped about
what goes on in the lab. As he told The Western Front in a rare interview years ago, “The problem is (ani
mal-rights groups) believe I do certain things. They have no data. Because I don’t answer, they think I’m
hiding something. They forget about free speech. I don’t have to answer them if I don’t feel I have to.”
Prim has not granted interviews to journalists for many years. Every two or three years, however,
someone will write an article about Prim and his primates for a campus publication — although the story
is usually about how difficult it is to get the story. But the controversy always seems to die down again,
and many people on campus are unaware that Western even has a primate lab.
1 approached Prim after one of his classes to ask him to speak with me about the primate lab and was
fully expecting the cold brush-off. Instead of blunt rejection, however, I was pleasantly surprised to find
myself engaged with him in a lengthy discussion — if not exactly an interview — about why he has been
so secretive about the primate lab. Prim said every time in the past he agreed to talk openly about the mon
keys he just got entangled in controversy.
Prim feels that whatever he says about the primate lab will be used against him by those who are
opposed to animal research. He said those who try to stir up controversy around the primate lab are impos
ing their moral values on him, and he refuses to let others tell him how to teach his students.
On the issue of animal rights. Prim said he believes humans have fundamental rights but that no other
animals do. Since every animal makes use of other species to survive, he said, and humans are at the top
of the animal hierarchy, humans have every right to use other species in whatever ways they want.
Therefore, if it is possible that using animals for research will yield new information useful to humans.
Prim said there is no ethical reason not to do so.
After Prim and I had talked for the better part of an hour, he surprised me again by inviting me down
to the primate lab for a personal look at the primates. As we entered the facility with the famous
“Positively No Admittance” sign on the door, the first thing I noticed was the odor. It is a sharp, pungent
animal smell that is nearly stifling in the heat of the laboratory.
Prim keeps six maqaque monkeys in a cage in a large, warm cement room. The cage is roughly 10
feet tall and 12 feet long and is divided lengthwise into several runs to separate the monkeys. Feisty and
inquisitive, the monkeys bounced around the cage and followed me as I circled them. Several toys lay on
the cage bottoms. The rest of the basement facility is comprised of several rooms with computers and
other electrical gear, some of which is used for experiments on rabbits and other animals. There is also a
fully equipped surgery room, where Prim and his students can perform operations on laboratory animals.
Prim said the monkeys are currently used only for observation. Two of his undergraduate classes
study the animals and try to distinguish different types of behavior displayed by them, he said. But Prim
has always had bigger plans in mind for the monkeys.
From 1992 until just recently. Prim had tried to secure funding for an experiment that would have
attempted to determine predictable behavior in the monkeys by studying how their neurons fire. In the
experiment, the monkeys would first be trained to perform certain tasks, such as holding down a flashing
white button until it turns red. Then Prim would have performed split-brain surgery on the animals — a
procedure that separates the left and right hemispheres of the brain — and implant electrodes onto the ani
mals’ brains. After the operation the monkeys would be retested on the tasks they had been trained to per
form. The animals would then have been euthanized.
But Prim told me he no longer believes the experiment could produce the intended results, so he has
designed a different experiment to test another brain function — mapping. As Prim explained this exper
iment to me, a monkey would sit in the middle of a ring of poles. One of the poles would have a visual
cue — such as a sign with the letter X — and the monkey would be trained to know that whichever pole
had the X on it, the pole next to it would have a bit of food (or some other kind of positive reinforcement).
Prim would then surgically remove the monkeys’ temporal lobes and retest the animals. As with the
other experiment, the monkeys would be euthanized afterwards.
As long as there is a primate laboratory at Western, Prim will be a controversial figure on campus; it
comes with the role of being a researcher who works on animals. But I hope in the future Dr. Prim will
accept the controversy and abandon the secrecy; the concerned and curious alike will benefit
from an open dialogue about the monkeys of Miller Hall.

W
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A Slice of Life
als in the Classroom
n biology class on Valentine’s Day, 1994, I had my first and
only experience with dissection. My lab partner and I collect
ed our fetal pig from the ice chest, plunked it down on the dis
secting tray and tied its legs open with string. Then I watched
fascinated horror as my partner made three neat incisions, peeled
back skin and bone and revealed the cold, still organs inside.
I had deep misgivings about dissecting animals, but I did not
voice any objections. And if any others in the class experienced
moral pangs, they did not speak up, either. Our education system
does not encourage students to reflect on the ethical considera
tions of animal dissection and
experimentation.
So I kept my concerns to
myself. But the fundamental
question I had back then about
the morality and necessity of
using animals in the classroom is
still on my mind: Is it right to use
animals merely to demonstrate
basic anatomy?
Using animals in the class
room is a deeply ingrained part of
the science curriculum in the
United States. Nobody knows the
exact number of animals used in
schools; most of the major labo
ratory supply companies refuse to
release that information. But
every year, millions of rats, mice,
frogs, fish, cats, dogs and dozens
of other species are killed simply
so students can obtain a hands-on
appreciation of the complexity of
living organisms.
“What kind of message are
we conveying to young people
when we put a dead animal in
front of them and ask them to cut
it open?”
asked Jonathon
Balcombe, associate director of
education for the Humane
Society of the United States.
“The message I’m concerned
we are sending students is that animals are tools that can be dis
carded,” Balcombe continued. “If the goal is to teach stewardship
and respect for the environment and life, this seems counterpro
ductive to that end.”
With so many animals being used in education, supplying
animals to schools has become a big business. Most schools buy
their animals from laboratory supply companies. However, little is

I
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by Greg Friedman
photos by Taylor Talmage
known about where the supply houses obtain their animals.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture oversees animal procure
ment companies, but it only regulates what a company does once
init has an animal. The agency does not require them to divulge
where the animal came from. And, said Balcombe, the companies
almost never volunteer that information.
“The paper trail ends at the biological supply house,”
Balcombe said. “What little information is available (about where
supply houses get their animals) is usually based on undercover
investigations, and they’ve found examples of hideous abuses of
animals.”
Balcombe said a 1990 investi
gation produced a videotape of a
major supply house receiving live
cats, which the company had pre
viously denied it purchased. The
workers prodded the cats into a
crowded gas chamber, gassed
them, dumped them onto the
floor and then hooked the ani
mals up to be embalmed. Worst
of all, Balcombe said, “some of
the cats were still moving when
they were on the embalming
racks.”
More recent investigations
produced video tapes of animal
dealers shipping live cats from
Mexico to two U.S. supply hous
es. “One company was drowning
the cats 10 at a time in a sack, and
the other company was putting a
block of wood in the cats’ mouths
and slitting their throats,”
Balcombe said.
These are the worst examples
of how animals end up in dissect
ing trays, but even the seemingly
benign animal procurement prac
tices have consequences most of
us are unaware of. For example,
suppliers collect frogs, earth
worms, crayfish, perch and other
animals from their natural environment, which can destroy habitat
and harm entire ecosystems.
Some argue students are learning valuable information and
gaining hands-on experience by dissecting animals, so the posi
tives of using animals outweigh the negatives. But Don Barnes,
education director for the National Anti-Vivisection Society, ques
tions the relevance of that hands-on experience.

Less than 2 percent of students who dis^6tt^hlfnals go on to
* have any kind of professional career in medicine or anything akin
to it,” Barnes said. 'Those students who do go on to those fields
don’t learn what they need to know in eighth grade, 10th grade or
college dissection exercises; they learn in medical school and
graduate school.”
Barnes believes dissecting animals in the classroom is totally
unnecessary. He said that in many ways, some of the current alter
natives are superior to actual dissections. Barnes described a soft
ware product called “Virtual Frog,” which allows the user to per
form a simulated dissection on a computerized frog. ;,
W''
“It’s incredible,” Barnes said of the software. “This thin
comes on in color; you can pick the frog up and rotate it; you c
skin it; you can click on each of the organs and get their name
and functions; you can even microtome the thing — you can slic
that little mother as many times as you want. Then you can put
frog back together again and he hops freely off the screen. You
don’t have to cause a real animal any pain and suffenng.”
~ !
But many in the science community do not accept this and
other alternatives as viable replacements for dissection. Western
biology professor David Schneider sees value in using other kinds
of learning methods but believes there are educational benefits
from using animals that cannot be obtained through alternative
means. The problem he sees with eliminating the use of animal
dissection is that students would be learning about organisms
strictly from secondary material.
“No two animals are exactly alike,” Schneider said, “If we
- look at internal structures there are differences — minor differ
ences, perhaps, but sometimes important for biologists to under
stand the variability among organisms. You certainly wouldn’t get
that out of a computer program or whatever other kind of substi■^tute you use.” Schneider also believes working on real animals
' provides students with a kind of whole sensory experience that is
absent in alternative learning methods.
“My feeling,” Schneider said, “is that you learn things much
better the more of your senses you bring to bear. If you have an
actual specimen in front of you, you can touch it; feel its texture.
Even the smell may not be very pleasant. It’s hard to duplicate the
richness of the experience with a non-animal.”
Schneider said if t student is morally opposed to dissection,
;he does not force the issue with the person, and he does not mark
down his or her grade. He asks the student to study text&oks,
^models and other sources but requires the student to know the
j same information as everybody else for exams. He said some stu-^
i dents who refuse to dissect do just as well as students who do perI form dissections.;
Schneider said he tries to minimize the number of animals he
uses, although Ke shies away from saying this is for purely ethical
Reasons. “I don’t think we ought to unnecessarily cause pain and
I suffering to animals,” Schneider said, “although I feel that using
animals in limited numbers for educational purposes is perfectly
I acceptable.”
>
Highline Community College science teacher Brian Hosey
also believes animals can provide a rich learning experience for
I students, but he takes a different approach to how they are used.
Hosey uses live, unharmed animals in his labs.
Hosey has been working with Highline to develop alterna
tives td dissection that teachers can use in their science classes.

m

For example, the college’s studeWSTMe'd to dissect se<
stars and other sea animals in a marine biology lab. Hosey
designed a lab for the school that does not include any dissection
but is based instead on students interacting with and observing the
animals.
“We have about 10 activities we do in this lab, and it’s very
hands-on, very interactive and the students learn a lot,” Hosey
said. “I just can’t see the justification for having to cut them up.”
Hosey, who collects all of the animals he uses in the labs, returns
them to their natural environment when the students are finished.
By switching to alternative lab methods, Highline was able to
liminate all dissection performed on marine animals. And, when
ip college’s students performed the final dissection at the school,
osey created another teaching tool by filming several of the most
oficient dissectors. The video, which also includes footage of
e animals in their natural environment, is now used to augment
the college’s labs.
“Students not only get to see what the guts look like,” Hosey
said, “they get to see the animal in its environment interacting
with other animals. I think it’s far more complete than the tradi
tional dissection.”
This kind of non-lethal lab is rare, however, and many stu
dents who morally object to dissecting animals are not provided
with alternatives. But students who persist can sometimes con
vince an unyielding department to ultimately bend.
Tufts veterinary student Sunshine Eckstrom refused to per
form dissections while working on an undergraduate biology
degree at the University of Pennsylvania. Eckstrom pressured the
biology department into allowing her to take the non-dissection
parts of two different labs, which then fulfilled one lab requirenient. But she also encountemd a great deal of resistance from the
department.
“They treated the like 1 was weird, basically,” Eckstrom said.
“And that I had no place being in the biology department if 1 was- i
n’t going to enjoy dissecting rats.”
Eckstrom said the school created bureaucratic hurdles and
other obstacles she had to deal with, but she knows she did I he
right thing. “I think that animal life is just as valuable as human
life,” she said. “To me, it’s a disgusting idea that you’d breed or
kill animals just so students can dissect them.”
Balcombe said he applauds students like Eckstrom and added
that others who morally object to dissecting animals need lo make
similar demands of their schools. “Students are really critical to
driving change in this area,” Balcombe said. “They need to speak
out on this issue. If they don’t speak out, change — if it ever
comes — will be awfully slow in coming.”
Each student who is confronted with the task of dissecting or
experimenting on an animal will have to make his or her own deci
sion about whether it is right. Ultimately, however, society will
have to determine whether the benefits ol' using animals in educa
tion morally justify the toll they take on animal life.
“There are hundreds of paths to scientific knowledge,”
penned Irish writer George Bernard Shaw. “The cruel ones teach
us only what we ought not to know.”
By placing such low value on the lives of other animals, w^e
may be revealing more about ourselves than we are the mysteries
of science.
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SARDIS:
A Healing Haven
for Wildlife
hances are, if
you heard about
the eagle poi
sonings in Whatcom
County, you know
about Sardis Wildlife
<u Center. The center is
I busily rehabilitating the
t>X)

raptors.
Sardis is a peaceful
yet lively homestead
Mote the barn owl checks out his x-ray.
tucked back in the
woods, close to the Canadian border. A friend and I drove
in the shaded and puddle-filled driveway, eagerly antici
pating our face-to-face encounter with some truly dedi
cated volunteers and their animal patients. Having visit
ed once before, I knew Sardis was a haven for wild ani
mals; a place where they are treated with the utmost
by
Shari Exo respect and compassion. This wildlife care center, run
entirely through donations by a volunteer staff, is one of
Whatcom County’s shining stars.
A slow-moving yet friendly Basset hound greeted us
from the front of the house when we parked next to the
shiny, green and white Sardis ambulance. In front, a set
of four large, fenced areas is complete with perches and
surrounded by greenery. A black feline tour guide intro
duced us to the red-tail hawks, barred owls, bald eagles
and silver foxes that reside here. These animals are not
releasable because they are not strong enough to hunt on
their own. Instead, they serve to educate people about
preventing future harm to wildlife.
Next we walked by an outdoor amphitheater, where
large groups or whole classes can sit. Joel Kronenberg,
our human tour guide, is raising funds to build a covered
outdoor classroom to accommodate groups in all weath
er. As he hinted that a neighborhood doe might come to
visit, we turned around to laugh at an impromptu goose
parade on the driveway. During our two-hour visit, we
were also entertained by a showy peacock and the music
of numerous songbirds in the trees.
A large, wooden fence hides the deer area, where a
resident doe cares for orphaned fawns. A hole in the
fence only big enough to stick a bottle through allows
humans contact without imprinting the fawns.
Recovering birds learning to fly are also housed behind
the wooden fence. Seriously ill birds are kept in a quiet
zone where no visitors are allowed.
Vh

O
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Sardis belongs to its founder, Sharon Wolters, and
her husband Charlie. They transformed a 30-acre tree
farm into “a crisis center for orphaned and injured wild
animals in need,” according to the mission statement.
The basement of the house has been transformed into an
office, operating room and fully equipped clinic com
plete with anesthesia and x-ray machine.
Due to lack of money, this year Sardis has limited
their intake to raptors, swans and fawns. For Sharon and
the other compassionate caretakers, it is a heart-wrench
ing thing to have to turn away any animals.
Volunteers describe Sharon as someone who has
always had a passion for animals. Though not a vet,
Sharon is a trained professional. She has the required
licenses and permits to handle, hold and release wild ani
mals. Her training included taking classes from the
International Wildlife Rehabilitation Council and pass
ing tests given by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. If more
surgical expertise is needed, Bellingham vet Rachael
Bangert is called. Sharon’s general aim is to educate the
public to protect the environment and wildlife while car
ing for wild animals.
In a place where people are giving their time and
energy to help animals, one might wonder who could
criticize. Some people argue that wildlife rehabilitators
are getting in the way of nature “taking its course.”
However, Sardis records indicate that of the 237 animals
brought to the center last year, 90 percent were injured or
orphaned as the result of human actions. “Rehabilitators
ease the suffering of these animals by either caring for
them until they can be released or humanely euthanizing
them,” according to information from the Minnesota
Wildlife Assistance Cooperative.
About 80 percent of the animals brought in are
released. The remainder either die or are euthanized due
to debilitating disease or injury. Sharon consults with
other professionals to determine if an animal is fit to hunt
and survive on its own before releasing it. If not released,
some animals are turned over to captive breeding pro
grams. Others, such as Mote, an injured bam owl, are
housed at Sardis and go along on educational visits. The
staff is wary of giving visitors the impression that these
wild animals are pets, however.
Some of the resident birds shared a bit of their per
sonalities with us, while others chose to remain under
cover in the backs of their cages. Torkey, a feisty 25-

surgery was performed because Opey had already
ingested much of the poison. Just when he was showing
signs of recovery, further complications set in, including
Aspergillus, a fungal disease deadly to humans and
other animals. Aspergillus is one of the dark clouds that
hangs over Sardis because so many birds can catch it.
Opey is now recuperating in peace and quiet at
Sardis. “This spiritually strong bald eagle has so far
defied all odds and keeps fighting for life,” Sharon said.
The level of organophosphates found in Opey’s system
were higher than any other bird — dead or alive.
The manufacturer of Warbex agreed to contribute to
the cost of the antidote to treat the eagles and to change
the label to specify that the product should only be used
in its intended manner. Hopefully farmers will choose
another solution to their problem once they realize the
repercussions of using Warbex improperly.
Sharon and all the volunteers at Sardis have much
to feel proud of, and more community support in the
form of time and money is greatly warranted. Tours are
given Wednesdays and Saturdays from 11 to 4, and
donations are appreciated anytime.
In the week after visiting Sardis Wildlife Center, a
screeching red-tail hawk on Sehome Hill stopped me in
my tracks. The screech sounded more like an eagle, and
I wondered what was wrong. My thoughts turned to
Sardis and to the wounded red-tails, Torkey and Dakota,
whom I had looked in the eye and who will never fly
again, fortunately, this raucous red-tail soared away
from its roost, off into the sky, free and wild.

Courtesy of Sardis

year-old red-tail hawk, is one of the oldest known birds
of her kind. Once Torkey removed the leather jesses,
which were attached to her legs, she placed them side by
side on the perch in front of her. She is a highly intelli
gent bird, but since she was previously owned by a fal
coner, she would not adapt well in the wild. Her current
companion, Dakota, is a two-year-old male red-tail who
was shot in the wing and cannot fly well enough to hunt.
Though Sardis volunteers share a common interest
in helping these animals, they vary greatly in age and
experience. All of those I spoke with at Sardis were con
tent and proud of their work. Kevin said he has been
helping out every day since December because he has to
— the birds need him! Ted, the bearded, senior volun
teer who could easily be imagined astride a HarleyDavidson, glanced proudly at the boy and bragged that
Kevin was the number-one eagle helper. Ted’s son also
volunteers at Sardis, and it sounds as though almost
everyone heard about the center through friends or by
bringing in an animal.
Alison, a Bellingham High School senior, gained a
lot of good experience volunteering for the past year
and a half. She helps with feeding, giving shots and
watching surgery, and hopes to pursue a career in vet
erinary medicine.
Tara, a first-day volunteer, said, ‘T didn’t know it
was here until I had to do community service.
Otherwise, I would have volunteered a long time ago. I
will get satisfaction knowing I’m helping a little bit to
get the birds back into the wild where they’re supposed
to be.”
Wildlife rehabilitators are usually busy during baby
season due to more orphaned animals and road kills.
This spring has been an exceptionally difficult season
because Sharon has been hospitalized with a neck ail
ment, and the estimated 100 eagle poisonings in
Whatcom County have strained the budget and the staff
to their limits.
Local farmers use an organophosphate called
Warbex to kill European starlings because the birds eat
cattle’s grain. Though manufactured for topical use on
cattle, farmers are mixing Warbex with grain and
spreading it on fields to lure and kill starlings. Eagles
and other predators that feed on starlings are being poi
soned and killed in astounding numbers.
One such victim of Warbex, an eagle named Opey,
was found laying face down, legs behind him and
unable to move any part except his head. Upon arrival at
Sardis, Opey’s respiratory system began to fail. He was
given an antidote that costs $200 per bottle. Emergency

An immature eagle in recovery

Who to call if you have an injured or orphaned animal:
Lois Garlick
297 Chuckanut Pt. Rd.
Bellingham, WA 98226
(360) 676-9111

Tammy Lowdon
6244 Tutsatz
Deming, WA 98226
(360) 592-2327

Susie Burnett
4876 Beachway Road
Femdale, WA 98248
(360) 384-6168

Sardis Wildlife Center
P.O. Box 484
Custer, WA 98240
(360) 366-3863

Mountain Vet Hospital
3413 Mount Baker Hwy.
Bellingham, WA 98226
(360) 592-5113

birds only

small mammals, birds

waterfowl, small mammals

raptors, swans, deer

birds, small mammals

Poaching Hotline:
1-800-477-6224
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Hunting for an
Ethical Place to
Stand
by Richard Navas

“Studies indicate a link between childhood cmelty to animals
wift and graceful, the prey catches a hunter’s eye. A few
minutes of tracking, a moment to prepare for the kill — and violent crimes as adults,” said Ron Baker, author of The
death, however, is not instant. Eventually the hunter crush American Hunting Myth..
Cruelty toward animals for the sake of cmelty does have a
es the skull, ending the struggle. Gruesome, but it has been a way
relationship to social violence; hunting, however, does not. Crime
of life since the beginning.
More than 200 million animals die in America each year from records show the states with the lowest rape and violent-crime
hunting. The hunt described above only became national news rates are rural areas such as Iowa, Montana, Idaho and New
because the hunter was a mountain lion and the prey human — a Hampshire, where the percentage of hunters is high. The extreme
ly high incidence of rape in Alaska is one glaring exception. The
mother of two.
The sentence for man-eaters is death, so before the tragedy time men spend together hunting, especially with younger males,
ended, two lion cubs, as well as two young children, were moth may provide an important social bonding that reduces violence.
Some who oppose hunting believe it drastically affects
erless. Animal shelters and wildlife enthusiasts responded by
housing and nurturing the orphaned cubs.
Others donated thousands of dollars to "The capacity to suffer (is) the vital characteristic that
the children of the woman.
No other animal would have sought gives a being the right to equal consideration."
the vengeance humans did, and no other
— Peter Singer, author of
animal would have cared for the lion’s
cubs as well as the victim’s young. Our
species differs from all others. Perhaps this is why hunting haunts wildlife populations in North America. Baker, for one, does not
believe management has helped wildlife. “Current systems of
us.
Are hunters part of a natural and ethical tradition, or are they wildlife management are an outrage, an archaic vestige of a time
murderers? Each year the voice condemning blood sports grows when few people cared about the natural world,” he said. Baker
louder. Meanwhile, millions of American hunters, good people argues that wildlife managers artificially boost the populations of
game animals such as deer and elk at the expense of non-game
mostly, fumble to defend their behavior.
Is hunting traditional? For millions of years insects and car species, especially predators. High populations are then used to
rion supplemented the mostly vegetarian diet of our primate fore justify the hunting of herds that would otherwise denude their gaz
bears. Game hunting, however, did not appear until our ancestors ing area.
Although human beings radically disturb the natural order,
looked a great deal more like ourselves. Ice Age and Stone Age
peoples excelled at hunting, and the hunter-gatherer life sustained the largest human impacts to wildlife come from agriculture and
people over most of the earth until modem times. European set development, not legal hunting. Early clearing of America’s
tlers in the New World relied on wild game to supplement plant forests provided better nutrition for deer and elk causing the herds
to grow. “It had almost nothing to do with wildlife management,”
sources as the native Americans had.
But, hunger motivates few hunters today. Instead, the nour said David Wallin, professor of terrestrial ecology at Huxley
ishment of traditional practice, the opportunity to be in nature and College. Hunters help control herd size. For more than half a cen
a bond of culture between hunters draws them to their fathers’ tury the hunter-funded state and federal wildlife programs
appeared to have benefited the whole of wildlife.
path.
Is hunting unethical? Tradition, opinion and emotion play a
So, why might hunting be wrong? Could it be unethical? Is it
environmentally irresponsible? Are there social problems, such as part in the answer. Sixty percent of Americans oppose killing ani
mals purely for recreation, but 80 percent feel it is okay if the
violence, related to hunting?
“Violence against people, especially women and children, game is to be eaten. Most people need to see purpose in life and
and animals is interconnected,” wrote Carol J. Adams in The death — a purpose greater than recreation.
Hunting opponents do not make that distinction. “It is wrong
Animals' Voice.
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to kill animals for sport. Our primary reasons are on ethical and it supports wildlife conservation. So, most hunters feel they
grounds,” said Mike Markarian of the Fund for Animals, a group stand on firm ethical ground. They say the death and pain suffered
by individual hunted animals is a small part of the process, and it
working to abolish hunting.
Others have stronger words for hunters. “They are blood is similar to the natural life and death in the wilds.
Not all hunting can be romanticized, though. Some practices
thirsty nuts,” said Cleveland Amory, founder of the Fund for
Animals. Some portray hunters as bullies swaggering with cause so much suffering or are so unsporting most people, includ
machismo. “Is it the thrill of possessing the power of life and ing many hunters, find them offensive. Hounding and bear baiting
death over another living being, or is it just plain sadism?” asked are two such examples.
Hounding, the chasing of
Luke A. Dommer from the
wild animals with packs of dogs, is
Committee to Abolish Sport
banned in many states, but not in
Hunting.
Washington.
According
to
Where does this potent revul
Katherine
Bragdon
of the
sion to hunting come from?
Washington Wildlife Alliance,
Throughout time, creatures
hound chases go on for of up to 12
have had no qualms about killing
miles for fox, bear, bobcat and
individuals from other species when
cougar. Like a nightmare, the terri
food or safety were at stake. The
fied creature runs until exhausted —
mountain lion in the story above and
so exhausted it cannot even run for
the mountain lion’s hunters showed
its life. A hunter then arrives at a
little concern. In 1859, Charles
leisurely pace to make the kill.
Darwin clarified the idea of evolu
Bear baiting is another technique
tion of life from simpler forms.
for the leisurely hunter. Hunters
Since then, science has demonstrat
place carcasses and rotting food in
ed in minute detail how similar we
an area to attract bear before hunt
are to other animals.
ing season. When hunting season
More and more people are now
arrives, the hunter shoots the feed
growing familiar with how animals
ing bear at close range. A petition
think, feel and suffer. To them
drive in Washington state may put
killing an animal is too much like
hounding and bear baiting on the
killing another human. “The capaci
ballot to allow citizens to decide
ty to suffer (is) the vital characteris
whether these methods should
tic that gives a being the right to
remain legal.
equal consideration,” said Peter
Bow hunting, adopted in the ’70s
Singer,
author of Animal
and ’80s, was seen as more sporting
Liberation. If the suffering of ani
because it is difficult to hit a deer
mals is as deep and disturbing as the
with an arrow. On the rare occasion
suffering of humans, the horror felt
a bow hunter hits a deer, however, it
by those who oppose hunting makes After the Hunt, 4th version by William Michael Harnett, 1885.
usually causes an injury rather than
more sense, and hunters appear more
an outright kill. Death comes slowly and with great pain.
barbaric.
Practices such as trophy hunting, poaching, canned hunts with
Hunters see themselves and their sport differently. For many
it is a rare moment of quiet solitude or valuable male companion caged animals, chasing frightened prey with cars, airplanes or
ship. “It’s when you see a sunrise over a marsh in November in snowmobiles are either entirely illegal or disapproved of by a
Michigan,” said Brad Smith, dean of Huxley College of large percentage of Americans.
Hunting is overdue for changes in ethics toward animals; demo
Environmental Studies.
Hunting magazines show men middle-aged or older, relaxed nizing hunters, however, feels wrong. The majority of hunters
and sincere. They often include an article involving a father-and- have done much to help wildlife. They promote an appreciation
son relationship. “I went bird hunting with my Dad when we were for the natural world. Also, hunters come from a tradition that has
young,” said Dan Dittrich, a friend of mine, as he remembered been widely valued by society for a long time. It seems unfair to
close moments with his father and brothers. “We’d talk and visit. suddenly call them killers.
The animal-rights movement has an important message for
Sometimes you were with your own thoughts.”
Hunters feel they have helped animal populations through humanity — be mindful, practice empathy. It would be tragic if
environmental activities. In the 1930s sport hunters lobbied for this vital message were drowned out by attacks on good people.
laws to tax themselves. These popular taxes and fees, along with There are many struggles for justice that need attention. There
voluntary membership dues, provide more than $600 million may be a limited supply of moral outrage available on earth to
annually to control hunting, and, more importantly, to conserve fight for justice. If so, we must choose our battles and our words
with great care.
habitat of both game and non-game species.
Hunting is traditional. It fosters healthy human relationships.
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think my parents were right to raise us with pets. From an early age, I was taught to respect and care for an animal, and
later that respect expanded to all animals. Pets provide a friend in good times and bad. She or he becomes a close fam
ily member and companion.
One problem is that millions of dogs and cats are eutha
nized in the United States annually because the following
points are not considered.
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A B C...
Before taking in a pet, read a
book on the animal to learn what it
needs and how to prepare for your
new family member. Also consider
the ongoing financial cost.

Be Prepared
Check with your landlord on whether
pets are allowed, and make sure you have
room for a new dog or cat. Dogs need outside
time, so make sure you have a fenced yard.
Some shelters require college students to take
a class on pet care and provide written accep
tance by the student’s property manager.

Know Where to Look
Pets sold in pet stores are at a higher
risk of disease than those sold by breeders.
Pet store animals usually come from
“mills,” which are set up solely for the
reproduction of animals. As a result,
hygiene and care are neglected.
Sushi

Provide a Ticket Home
Most counties require residents to license
and register pets. Acquire tags through the
Humane Society, Progressive Animal Welfare
Society (PAWS) or a pet store. Unlicensed
pets may be stolen or euthanized.
“A license tag is a ticket home,” said Ken
Harmer, an Everett Animal Shelter attendant.
A licensed pet is held for up to six days; the
Humane Society is only required to hold unli
censed animals for 72 hours before euthanization.
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The Key to Good Behavior
If you are uncertain about how
to train your pet, attend obedience
classes. All animals benefit from
good classes; it is a myth that old
dogs or cats cannot learn. Check
with the Humane Society for local
instructors.

Take Good Care of Me!
Make sure your pet
has a clean, warm and dry
area to sleep in all year
round. Keep food and
water dishes fresh.

^R^vonsible Tet Care
by Traci Edge
Removing a... Finger?

Neuter is Cuter

Before declawing a cat, consider that removing his or
her claws is like cutting off the top knuckle of each of
your fingers. The procedure may cause infection if not
done correctly. The surgery may also lead to behavioral
problems.
Declawing alternatives include nail clipping and claw
covering. Clipping shortens the nails but still allows ani
mals to defend themselves. This procedure may save fur
niture from being scratched while enabling animals to
defend themselves. Remember: cats can learn to use a
scratching post.

Spaying or neutering a pet leads to a better,
longer lasting relationship. Spayed and neutered
animals also tend to be more affectionate, less ram
bunctious and less prone to roam. Cats are less like
ly to spray. The Humane Society gives coupons to
defray the cost of spaying/neutering.
Sterilization also helps solve the problem of pet

j

overpopulation. Millions of “extra” animals suffer
mistreatment, homelessness and euthanization.

Do Your Personalities Clash?
When looking for the “per
fect pet,” inspect personality as
well as health. Ensure the ani
mal’s eyes are bright, it is not
coughing, it is playful, friendly
and has a shiny coat. Remember
cute puppies and kitties grow up.

Don’t Leave Me!
If you plan on moving,
make sure your family mem
ber can come along. Many
renters provide a refundable
pet deposit. Remember that
adopting a pet means provid
ing it a home with you for life.

Bailey

Going to the Doctor
Cats and dogs need primary and year
ly shots and vaccinations. Controlling fleas
and ticks is also imperative to your pet’s
health and comfort. Try sprinkling rose
mary in your closet and on your carpet to
ward off fleas. Mixing brewer’s yeast into
pet food also works.
Ask a veterinarian for more informa
tion on pet tips and pet diseases.

See Spot Run

How About a New Baby?

It is always a good idea to con
sider adopting/fmding a friend for
your pet. Take your pet, dog or cat,
on leash walks so s/he can meet other
animals and people. Socialization
among animals is very important —
do not isolate your animal friends.
Pets need attention, exercise and
activity.

Never pick a pet as a gift
for someone else. Imagine
surprising someone with a
new child!
Preparation is necessary.
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by Camela Kai Ballard
illustration by Paige Renee Pluymers

y stomach turned in uneasy anticipation as I drove out
of Bellingham on Mount Baker Highway. Unlike the
childhood feeling of Christmas morning, I felt like an
agoraphobic about to walk outside. What should I expect of Daw
and Dale Marr’s Black Plush fur farm?
Preconceived notions ran through my mind; none of them
were good. Before I could speculate further, I arrived at the Marrs’
beautiful blue home. Flowers and trees punctuated a well-kept
yard. I parked in their gravel driveway, which served as a border
between two worlds: the house and the ranch. Friendly dogs greet
ed me before a strong, dark-haired woman appeared. Dawn Marr
motioned me to her door.
Dawn led the way to her kitchen table and began to describe
the Marr family’s second-generation mink farm. A bear pelt hang
ing in the dining room caught my eye as she spoke. In the next
room, the Marrs’ young grandchild sat watching TV below an
enormous trophy head. The little child created a vibrant contrast
to the morbid head. It was obvious the Marrs viewed animals dif
ferently.
Both Dawn and her husband Dale were more than happy to
answer my questions. They believe in their business and feel they
have nothing to hide.
The Marrs’ currently have 1,000 male and 4,000 female
breeders. The breeders are kept alive for about three years, mating
in March and bearing young in April each year. Breeding stock is
chosen for blackness and softness of coat, physical size and litter
size. As their litters decrease, the breeders are “harvested” along
with the young.
The Marrs told me they harvest the animals around
Thanksgiving each year. Harvesting, a term used in place of pelt
ing or skinning, is carried out after the animals are killed by car
bon-monoxide gas. “As far as we know, with the gas there is no
pain,” Dawn said. After skinning, the mink are flushed (a fatremoving process), attached to a board, stretched and dried.
America’s two major fur markets are in New York and Seattle. The
Marrs send their pelts to Seattle for auctioning. Despite the grow
ing popularity of the anti-fur movement, according to the Marrs,
fur sales have increased since last year.
When Dawn and Dale offered me a tour of the farm, their
granddaughter turned away from the TV to join us. Tiny and
bright, she walked among the cages with evident familiarity.
An open-sided shelter covered rows upon rows of mink
cages. Each cage is roughly the size of a file cabinet drawer. They
consist of a small all-wire area with a smaller wooden sleeping
enclosure. At first, the cages appeared empty. As we drew closer,
I could make out the raven-black, ferret-like animals inside. Mink,
Dale explained, are relatives of wolverines and are therefore
aggressive. Solid partitions prevent the animals from trying to
fight each other through the wire walls.
According to Dawn, their mink live in individual cages
because “they try to kill each other; they scratch and fight and tear
each other’s hair off.” The Marrs take every precaution to preserve
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the quality of the fur. The animals’ coats are everything.
Because the first mink we encountered were female breeders,
I caught sight of several babies. At one day old, they measured the
size of my thumb. Dale lured one mother out of the nesting area
and slid a piece of wood between her and her young. He then gin
gerly plucked one of the babies out of the cage and placed it in my
palm. When I touched the baby mink, it was like holding nothing
but heat. The pink-skinned, sparsely-furred young mink made
soft, high-pitched squeaks when separated from their mother. She
scratched frantically at the wood seperating her from her young. I
quickly returned the baby to its siblings and moved down several
cages, where I happened on another female giving birth. My ini
tial joy faded as I thought of the life these young were entering.
Walking on, we came to the giant freezer used for food stor
age. The coldroom was filled to the ceiling with tons of sealed
boxes and bags, leaving me to imagine the contents. Dale led the
way to the next room where blocks of byproduct are set out
overnight. Once thawed, it is ground and moved by conveyor belt
to a truck-sized kitchen mixer. Individual portions are placed atop
the cages for the mink to pick at throughout the day. The sight and
smell of it reminded me of dog vomit.
Both Dawn and Dale are proud of their “environmental” busi
ness. They feed the mink chicken parts and fish bones; the use of
such byproducts keeps waste out of landfills. “We grind it, we
cook it and we use it,” Dawn said. “Being a farmer is about as
close to nature as you can get, be it animals or land,” she contin
ued. The mink consume an average of 1,600 to 1,700 pounds of
byproduct each day. By summer’s end, the growing mink eat up

to 10,000 pounds per day.
Candidly, Dale pointed out several buckets near the door that
I would otherwise have overlooked. Two hundred and fifty dead
mink babies filled one bucked — the results of one day’s collec
tion. The tiny bodies were lifeless versions of the ones I had just
held in the palm of my hand and stroked with my fingers. Another
bucket contained a milky waste with one dead adult mink draped
over the rim. The sight of the buckets brought home the reality of
where I was. The smell of byproduct and feces filled my nostrils;
I did not want to think what I was smelling was the content of the
buckets.
We continued on to the male breeders’ cages. Considerably
larger than the females, the males are also more aggressive. The
Marrs are experimenting with golf balls in the males’ cages; the
toy gives them exercise and in turn increases their appetites. The
mink then grow, thus producing larger pelts. The balls also keep
feces from getting caught in the wire-floored cages, which in turn
prevents feces from getting caught in the animals’ coats.
Excrement in their fur would devalue the pelts. While I stared at
his coat, one male lapped water from a tiny trough running in front
of the cages.
Dawn and Dale Marr extended honesty and openness to me
about their business. Before I left. Dawn showed me the product
of their business. She brought out two shining black coats. She
told me in a matter-of-fact manner that it takes 60 large mink to
make one full-length coat and 35 mink to make a short coat. Those
coats represent why the mink live and why they die.
Throughout my visit I never once looked into the minks’ eyes.

our and one half million animals die for the creation of fur gar is broad, because with the exception of endangered species, no
ments, according to David J. Wolfson’s Beyond The Law. A regulations mandate the reporting of non-target animals. Even
surprising 2.5 million are caught in traps, most often in legholdhuman children have been victims of the indiscriminate traps.
The regularity with which a hunter is required to check a
traps. The steel jaws are designed to close upon the leg of the vic
trap varies from state to
tim with such force as to
/NSl state. Provided the animal
crush bone. The ensnared
animal struggles, some- ^
does not die frditi exposure,
shock, predation, starva
times dislocating its limb.
tion, infection or dehydra
Animals caught for long
tion, it will meet death at
periods of time will often
the hands of its captor. If
break or grind teeth to the
the animal is still capable
gums in franticattempts to
pf standing when the trap
escape. Other animals,
per arrives, it is beaten
particularly females with
down. The animal is then
babies, will gnaw off their
suffocated or stomped to
own legs to free them
death. According to Dan
selves. According to Greta
Dinello’s article “Women,
Nilson, author of Facts
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Is That Fur Coat Worth All I
the Suffering That Animals I
mated that up to one out of
every four trapped animals escapes by chewing off his or her own " Endure?” stomping requires that “the trapper stand on the ani- ;
foot.” Trappers are prepared for such desperation and have modi- mals rib cage, concentrating his weight near the heart. He then i
fieda their traps. “Pole” traps and “stop-loss” traps are equipped reaches down, takes the animals hind legs in his hands, and ;
with springs which catch the animal near the shoulder, eliminating yanks.”
Any way you look at it, the millions of fur-bearing animals
the possibility of their gnawing off a limb to escape.
Many non-target or “trash” animals as trappers call them, are that die endure a great deal of suffering before they are sacricaught in the snares. For every one target animal an estimated two ficed for human vanity.
to ten non-target animals are maimed or slaughtered. The estimate

About Furs, said “it is esti Fox coat in the making.

Courtesy of PETA.
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some examples of the damage exotic species can cause.
'‘Humans have always had a knack at disrupting natural ecosys
tems by introducing foreign species,” he said. "Around
Washington, for example, plants like Canadian Thistle and
Diffuse Napweed have spread rapidly and are squeezing out
native vegetation. These new guys come in and throw the
whole system out of whack.”
Basabc went on to explain that, in many areas, fighting
exotic species is an impossible task. "It is a sad story in Eastern
Washington. Diffuse Napweed produces a chemical that pre
vents other seeds from germinating, and consequently, fighting
the invader is pretty much a lost cause.” We discussed numer
ous other problems that exotic species have caused, and I soon
realized that goats were the just tip of the iceberg. "The main
reason the goat issue has received so much attention is that the
animals are much more charismatic than, say, a patch of exotic
thistles,” Basabe explained. "What you have in Olympic
National Park is a human values question. From a biological
standpoint, both Canadian Thistle and mountain goats are exot
ic. Getting the public to weigh them the same is a different
story. People are always going to better identify with something
that is cute and fuzzy.”
The hotbed mountain goat issue is likely to continue for
some time. When the park issues its final EIS, the public will
be free to comment on it for 30 days before the park will take
any action. Take one look at the besieged goats, and it is easy
to understand why they have so many allies.
As the issue moves on to its final chapters, media attention
is likely to increase. The Park Service knows well where pub
lic loyalties stand and realize they are going to be portrayed as
the bad guys. Hall admits that the park has already received
many angry letters. "Some people have said that if the goats are
shot, they will never return to the park,” Hall said. Considering
that the animals represent one of the park’s star attractions, it
seems that rangers are in a tricky situation. By policy (an illfounded one according to animal-rights groups), they may have
to kill their golden goose.
Walking down the last few switchbacks of the Storm King
trail, the various positions on the issue echoed in my mind. It
seems everyone has a different opinion of what should be done
with the goats.
As the debate heats up, however, people forget a central
fact — we, too are animals. Going around and slapping “exot
ic” labels on various entities is not going to do any good unless
we modify our own behavior and destructive processes. The
goats would not be an issue if we had not brought them in the
.. first place, and it is the same case with most other exotic
species. Perhaps instead of straining our eyes to see the goats
on top of the mountain, we should take a long look at ourselves.
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The essential difference between the two is focus. Animal
rights deals with individuals while the environmental movement
relates to whole systems.
"Animal exploitation confronts us in a far more immediate
and powerful form, while understanding environmental harms
requires a perception more attuned to systems,” Huxely profes
sor Gene Myers said.
In some cases, animal-rights activists have been marginalized
due to the emotional component of their movement. Conversely,
some environmentalists have come under the gun from certain
environmental factions. Tom Regan, American author oiThe
Case for Animal Rights (1983), accused environmentalists of
engaging in "environmental fascism.”
According to Regan, holistic environmentalists sacrifice the
lives of individual beings to promote the whole. They value
ecosystems over the welfare of individual animals. The greatest
good lay in protecting the intrinsic rights of certain individuals.
Dave Foreman, co-founder of Earth First!, said living things
"are their own justification for being, they have inherent value,
value completely apart from whatever worth they have for ...
humans.”
But Regan’s blanket of intrinsic rights covers only a minor
ity of nature. Only animals "able to perceive and remember ...
able to act intentionally in pursuit of their desires ... (which) are
sentient and have an emotional life; if they have a sense of the
future ... if they have a psycho physical identity over time ... and
if they have an individual experiential welfare,” fall within the
protective lines.
Preceding Regan’s book by eight years was Australian
philosopher Peter Singer’s monumental work. Animal
Liberation. Following in the ethical footsteps of Jeremy
Bentham, Singer set forth a utilitarian doctrine founded on suf
fering. Where Descartes stated the soul defined sentience, Singer
replaced spirit with the ability to feel pain.
Singer was not so concerned with rights^ instead, he felt
equality should be extended to the non-human community. His
platform can be reduced to one of Jeremy Bentham’s phrases,
"Each to count for one and none for more than one.”
Intriguing as this egalitarianism is, it produces a great ques
tion: If the ability to feel pain defines a right to ethical consider
ation, what defines the ability to feel pain? Singer himself was a
bit cloudy on this point, drawing the line "somewhere between a
shrimp and an oyster ...”
Since Animal Liberation went to print in 1975 and again in
1990, public concern over the atrocities of factory farming and
the unjustified cruelties of scientific experimentation has esca
lated. From Descartes to Singer, our view of ourselves in relation
to the natural world has changed shape many times. People still
range the spectrum from seed to flower.
With the help of time and individuals, each new chapter in
this unfolding story crumbles down the old walls a bit further.
The day might yet dawn when the last chains of oppression are
transferred to bonds of compassion uniting we humans to our
fellow animals.

Sentence:

or

Scoipc^oM?

by Cindy Hobbs and Brian Hosey
photo by Brian Hosey

A sea lion at the Ballard Locks

magine a world where you are sentenced to death for the crime
of ... eating. Imagine being persecuted for a crime you didn’t
commit. Imagine only two possible outcomes: life imprison
ment or the death sentence. This is Herschel’s world.
“Herschel” is the umbrella name given to the sea lions that
have been targeted by the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife (WDFW) for feeding on steelhead at the Ballard Locks
in Seattle. The sea lion-steelhead dilemma has been going on
since the early 1980s, when a few male California sea lions dis
covered the Ballard Locks and found an easy supplement to their
usual diet of herring and hake.
Fish at the locks were so easy to catch! “Fisheries experts”
blocked the only pathway for the returning Lake Washington
steelhead trout (and other salmonids) and confined the spawning
passage to a tiny doorway measuring less than one square foot. As
a result, fish become confused; they mill around and ask for direc
tions (salinity levels at the mouth of a river normally tell them
which way is home).
The sea lions found they could swim down to the entrance
way and grab a quick bite. Concurrent with the increase in preda
tion on steelhead at the locks, WDFW biologists noticed a sharp
decline in their population. It seems reasonable that the sea lions
are to blame. But is this necessarily good science? Or are the sea
lions just a convenient scapegoat?
The Seattle media fueled the fire with sound-bite reporting
and blatant inaccuracies. They referred to the sea lions as “vora
cious killers” and accused them of “decimating our salmon runs.”
Before we buy into the propaganda, let’s consider some facts.
According to a WDFW fact sheet, sea lions ate only 11 steel
head last year. That’s 11 fish in 5 months, hardly “voracious”
killing. This year WDFW biologists admit they have not seen sea
lions eating any steelhead. Not only are steelhead populations
decreasing in the Lake Washington watershed, but other species of
salmonids (coho, sockeye and chinook salmon) are also declining
drastically. Should we blame sea lions for eating them? No.
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The sea lions are in Puget Sound only
from late fall to early spring, the time of the
steelhead runs. When the salmon are running,
the sea lions are back in California. So why
are all salmonid species experiencing a
decline if the problem is the sea lions?
In 1995, officials finally decided to check the returning smolt
(baby fish) to see if there might be a problem. What they found
was shocking: up to 60 percent of the smolt were being descaled
and cut up as they passed through the locks’ barnacle-encrusted
spillway. Fish without scales equals fish without life; is it any
wonder the run is in trouble?
State biologists estimate that 200 to 300 steelhead must return
to spawn for the run to survive. Last year only 137 adult steelhead
trout returned. Even without sea lion predation, the run does not
appear to have a chance. But officials are in dire need of some
action to attempt to recover the fishery.
Bob Everitt, regional director of the WDFW, freely admits
the lethal removal of 4 to 6 sea lions is only a short-term solution,
if any solution at all. They hope that eliminating a few target indi
viduals will remove one of the obstacles the steelhead are facing.
But according to Rich Osborne, a leading marine mammal
researcher on the West Coast, sea lions are one of the most intelli
gent marine mammals. By simply observing the dominant indi
viduals feeding on concentrated steelhead at the locks, the next sea
lions in the hierarchy will likely fill the dominant position once the
“problem” sea lions are removed.
With all of these facts in mind, why have officials chosen exe
cution as a solution? There is no clear answer, but the decision is
rooted in an underlying philosophy prevalent in our society. The
belief is that all of nature is ours to exploit and manipulate at will.
If sea lions are eating “our” fish, kill the sea lions. Why should the
lives of a few sea lions even warrant consideration? It is a quick,
cheap and easy psuedosolution, and WDFW is going for it.
Two California sea lions are being held temporarily at the
Point Defiance Zoo and Aquarium, awaiting life in prison or the
death sentence. Is the state using good science, or is it simply
looking for a scapegoat?
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'Jf\e greatness of a notion con be Ji/idged by tfie way it treats its animals.'
- Gandfii

